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Employees of the Royal Bank in Terrace recently celebrated 
the company's 40th year in the.communl.ty. The financial in- 
stitution was first opened in Terrace on July 2, 1947• See story. 
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Date . HI Lo Prec. 
June 29.  _~ 32 13 . . .  
ddne ~)•  (;-~::•~1 : '15 .  
July 1 - . . -27  :-14 
July 2:,. 24 10 nil .:. 
July 3 24 11 nil 
Ju ly4  . 22 11 .atom . 
Ju ly5  16 12 .2 mm 
Forecast: Mainly 
cloudy, occasional  
showers, continuing 
cool. Afternoon highs 
17 or 18; ovemight lows 
near 10. 
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Comics " " 2.0 
TERRACE - -  A tentative 
agreement has been struck 
between the Canada Post 
Corporation and the Let- 
ter Ciirriers Union of 
Canada (LCUC.)af ter  
three weeks of rotating 
strikes and six days of 
mediated negotiations • 
steered by veteran labor 
troubleshooter William 
Kelly. 
Bill Steele, business 
agent for LCUC District 
10 which includes Terrace, 
said.he was unable to Corn-. 
ment on the. terms Of'the 
settlement because it still 
requires ratification by a 
vote of the membership. 
Cont inued on  page 21 I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.~,~. .=,~:7~-~. . .~:~ : : : : : : :~  
Talk of the Town 5 
• : . .  - 
4 
Librarian GIIIlan Campbell 
(back) and chairman of the 
Library Board, Ken Beddls 
(back, right) recently pre- 
sented the winners of ,the 
Bookmark Contest with their 
certificates. The winners were 
(front, left..: to right) Sarah 
Morgan, •Kathy WJlkerson, Jim 
Reid, Kylie Oman and 
Christine "l'upper .(in back). 
Missing from the photo are 
Dlsiree Menslnk, Dale Harms, 
Susan Elsbrenner, Lisa 
McNelce and Kevln Skrabyk. 
See stow page 12. 
5C CENTS 
Board to 
summad  
info 
TERRACE - -  The board 
of directors for the. 
Kitimat-Stikine region, s
Community Futures pr~ 
gram decided at a meeting 
June 29 to commission a 
synopsis of past ,planning 
and economic develop- 
ment studies done in the 
area before charting a 
course of action. 
At the same meeting the 
board also elected • .Lorna 
Copeland, administrator 
for the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Community Services 
Society, as interim chair: 
person. 
Copeland said all the 
board members recognize 
the large number and 
scope of feasibility studies 
that have been done in the 
region. "We've been 'fea- 
sibilitied" to death in 
this area," she remarked. 
"We want these studies, 
summarized and the op- 
tions outlined. The group 
wants to be sure to make 
• e r ight: decision,=. . we 
don't want to re-invent the 
wheel. ' ' 
Board member Roger  
Bennett, works manager 
at Alcan's Kitimat smel- 
ter, will lead the board 
committee responsible for 
obtaining the informs- 
• cont inued  on  p~ 23 
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 Thousands 
celebrate 
TERRACE - - I t  was 
both a commemor- 
ative day and a day to 
remember as .people 
gathered. beneath, the 
undisturbed blue 
summer, sky on the 
grounds of Heritage 
Park to unite with 
family, friends and 
acquaintances in quiet 
and leisurely cele- 
bration. 
Canada Day in Ter- 
race blended with the 
city's Diamond Jub- 
ilee anniversary year 
to produce a montage 
of national festivity 
and uniquely local 
culture set in perfect 
continued on ImM S 
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Sunshine, relaxation and companionship characterized Ten'ace's recent celebration of Canada Day at Heritage Park. The holiday attractions of 
old-fashioned cooking and beverages, traditional entertainment and music, ceremonial events and perfsct weather drew more than 3,000 local 
people to the site dudng the course of the day. • 
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Simulated 
disaster to 
be analyzed 
• . . - . 
. .  , "  
. .  . . - 
• .~, • ; .  
by Ted Straehan 
Terrace correspondent 
TERRACE-- A simulated 
disaster held a t the  Ter- 
race Airport on-June 10 
will bethe major topic of 
discussion this week for 
the various emergency 
response groups who took 
part in, the exercise. 
Airport Manager, Dar- 
ryl Laur¢~t, said that a 
,critique was done im-  
mediately following the I 
drill to examine the more 
obvious.aspects of the ex- 
ercise but now that those 
involved have had some 
• time to analyze their part I 
in the drill, a more detail- I ed analysis was required. ~,~.:~":y~ "We want to go back ~- ~ 
' and contact all the people 
involved and have an in- ~" 
! •depth debriefing, We want 
to talk about all the things 
that didn't go the way we 
wanted =and find out how 
we can: improve on lthem 
shouldthere be an actual 
disaster. That's the Whole 
purpose of the debriefing 
- -  to really get down • and 
identify the things that we 
need to improve and try to 
come upwith some sort of 
a planthat's going to cor- 
xect theproblem." 
Laure~t said that once 
this debriefing has been 
completed the emergency 
procedures manual :would 
be updated to reflect the 
experience of the most re- 
cent drill He said ~t copy 
-of the final analysis would 
also be sent to the :Emer- 
gency Services branch of 
Transport Canada who 
would examine the report 
• to determine if the drill 
met federal criteria for 
this type of simulation and 
then return a report on 
their view of the effec- 
tiveness ofthe r~ponse of 
i the  various agencies in- 
volved: 
• " I t 's  all a learning pro- 
cess. If one area such as 
Prince George were to 
identify!a problem during 
an exercise and correct it, 
then everybody would get 
a memo outlining the solu- 
tion. That's one of  the real 
advantages of doing these 
- -  everybody learns from 
them." 
"Hopefully we'll dO the 
same thing again :next 
year. It 's mandatory every 
two years but I'd per- 
sonally like to see it done 
every year. You tend to 
learn something new every 
time and the intent is to 
have the best emergency 
response possible. 
"You hope that nothing 
ever happens but if it 
does more lives might .be 
saved . "  
Accordin~ to Laurent, 
the last serious accident in 
the Terrace area wa~ in the 
late 70!s when a twin en- 
gine Otter crashed into 
Herman: Mountain during 
poor visiblity with the loss 
of all lives. 
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':' "GI0wingShark 
" Ten Yefi'rSa~o,'sciendsts:found 
a previcms.ly unknown species Of 
shark ~kith aft-en6i'mous, gl0wing 
mouth that apl~arendy lures krill, 
says Nati0nalGeographic,W0rid: 
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l ho  T~moe K lnmm Club put together a winning team to defeat the Rotary Club by one run during Canada Day celebrations at Hedtage Park 
~. Meml~m of the Terrace Rotary sic-pitch ball team pose for a picture while discussing their game plan. ~- 
Royal Bank turns 40 
of nine, with 1,468 savings 
accounts, 368 chequing 
accounts and 365. loans. 
The Manager in 1952 was 
a Jim T. McConnell. This 
location was the site of the 
1958 robbery. 
The Royal remained in 
these premises until  
January 1969, when the 
existing building was con- 
structed and the staff  of 
22 along with Manager 
Gary Vallance were happy 
to move into what was 
considered very modern 
premises. However, Ter- 
t l r IP  race continued ~to ~,.ow 
and the entire premises 
was renovated in  April 
1976 and the building ex- 
panded sideways. The 
staff at the time numbered 
46, and hit an all time high 
of 49 in 1981 before slowly 
decreasing over the next 
several years with com- 
puterization, to its present 
level of 30. 
The Royal Bank has 
had close associations 
with the community over 
• the 40 years, hiring mostly 
local clerical staff and en- 
thusiastically participating 
• in local events such as 
Riverboat Days on an an- 
cont inued  on  pa le  6 
TERRACE - -  The. Royal 
Bank opened-its first full- 
time branch in Terrace on 
July • 2, 1947 in an office 
located at  the corner of 
Kalum Street and Greig 
Avenue (Smilin' Ja~Ck's 
building). 
James Stevenson ~was 
the first Manager, at an 
annual salary o f  $2,750 
plus a living allowance of 
$400. There were three on 
staff in addition to Mr. 
Stevenson and records 
show that there were 526 
savings accounts and 156 
chequing accounts. 
Prior to this, the R0yal 
Bank had been running a 
sub-office (one or two 
days a week) in the hard- 
ware store at the corner of 
Kalum and Lakelse, own- 
ed by Lloyd Johnstone 
and Clarence Michiel (ex- 
isting Bank of Nova 
Scotia building). This sub- 
branch was operated from 
Dec. 1946 to June 1947, 
and was run by Arnold 
Flaten who came by train 
from Prince Ru~rt.  
In 1952 the Bank built 
new premises on Lakelse 
(existing Twin City Meats) 
and moved. The  branch 
had now grown to a staff 
EXCAVATION 
TERRACE - -  Work will 
begin in earnest on Ter- 
race's new sewage treat- 
ment plant in about two 
weeks, according to the 
Terrace contractor who 
filed the winning bid to do 
the excavation work. 
Bud Smith of BUd's 
.Truck and Equipment got 
the contract with a low 
tender of $650,000, and he 
said in a recent interview 
excavation will start on  
the lagoons for the~-new 
plant when the Skeena 
River drops from its cur- 
rent high level. Smith, ex- 
plained that if the .wOrk 
began now the excavations 
would fill up as the d ig -  
gingintercepted the water 
table. 
The project is expected 
to keep six pieces of 
machinery and a crew of 
10 busy ~or about wo and 
a half months. Smith said 
the work will include ex- 
cavating two large pits for 
sewage lagoons, berm 
construction and  trench. 
ing for pipe. 
TEIyIyACE 
DINING 
GUIDE 
Fine Dining 
,n quiet surround,ngsT T 
5 p.m. 10 p,m. 
4620 Lakelse Ave. 1638-8141 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
4606 Grelg Ave., for Take;Out 
Teriace, B.C. Ph. 635-8184 
DONUT 4717 LAKELSE AVE. 
Next loSkeena Mall 
FACTORY ,i o 
Donuts, ~Sundwiches, 
Mufflm, Cakes 
Ice cream, Coffee, Tea, 
Hot chocolate, Milk, Pop 
OPEN,24 HOURS A DAY 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
3L~ ~" Chinese & Canadian Food: ~ 
[(~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK• 
||J[ Men.  I;Fed ll:30a.m. -- lO'OO p.m. 
~. .  Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  11:00 p.m,~ 
Fri :'Sat 11:30 a.m. ~ 1;00 a.m. 
Sunday 12:00 a.m, 10:00 p.m, 
4643 Park A venue '635- 
YOU 
can tell your 
prospective diners 
why they would enjoy 
vis it ingyour restauranL 
for only $4.50 per week 
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SALE 
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' 
S!ZZLE :' . l  ' , '~':~ ' : :  l l J [ | JN I l ]  ~ ~ . / : :  :(liis io:::j 
;'~ ,nthe " :! i::I,;:/. ~" i:!~::i!: : ! ~ l l [~  ~ '~:: <~ ' .  ... ~ l ; ; ]  ~~' .TR IMMERS ~:  
MARINE /~ :/= 
Outboard, :Motors  / : ' :  :~  :: ' ilil}ii:: 
:bY:  . HONDA : : ": :~7!:: ": "~i:i:!i~;'i ::' 
* :  J ohnston  :~:~:~i  i~ j  :: i~)i!i:i.ii:! 
Oars l , : ~ :::::::: :i: : :::".i/:: 
Accessor ies : S :::;}17 ~:. ~ ~: i /  .... ,
_~~,::::::i~, := ,^:o.HONDA _ "~~ 
: .  . • " . 
;:.I ~-~.: ' °..~J 
, , . , . , , . .n ,~ T O R S  - -  --- 
~'~TANKA .: ~!!i!ii~..<,.,~;,,.~,:;~!!~!,!!!!i~::~ ..~;.~..::~;,::< :~..-.. : in all Sizes . ~ " " .. : 
2 cycle oii ~'~.:.~ii:~::::~.~~ ( 
Reg. $3,99 ~f i i i i~ i~~ . ..... " .. 
~/~ price . : • • . I / ' /U I  - • 
$1.99 ~ : ,: :~ , :~,: . ,  :DEALS, 
~ ~  ~ <: !:i~: IHOND TR E ET 
~ ~ ~  DIRT .B IK!  ES 
~, . '~: , : :~  : . :  : ! :Save uPto $540.00 r> 
~ "  .,"! ... :...:.::....._.. ~ ~ : ~ k  on HONDA SCOOTERS ~ . 
Hurry!!!. Sale ends August 1,. 1987 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
,LTD. ,4, LakelseAvenue, Terrace 
Toll Free 1-800-663-7761 
635-6384 
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I YOHO HOIK 2k /; Will free t rade  
,= ..... i oes t roy  agriCUlture  
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. . . .  Hubert 
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EXPANDING ON PERCEPTION 
Commentary 
by Frank Howard 
Quite frankly I never 
thought I'd be writing an 
• 0pen ,letter to Hubert 
• Letters to the editor will be 
considered for publication 
only when signed. Please 
inc lude  your  phone  
number .  The ed i to r  
reserves the r ight  to 
condense and edit letters. 
Opinions expressed are 
not necessarily those of 
the Terrace Review. 
~ A 
Terrace 
Review 
Estab l i shed  May 1, 1985 
The Terrace Review Is published 
each Wednesday by-Close-Up 
Business Services Ltd. 
Publisher: 
Mark Twyford 
Editor: 
Maureen Barbour 
Staff Reporter: 
Michael Kelly 
Advertising Sales: 
635-7840 
Production: 
Jim Hall 
Office: 
Carrie Olson 
ACcounting: 
Marj Twyford 
Second-class mall 
registration No. 6896. 
• Reproduction of this paper or any 
Ix~rllon thereof la prohibited without 
in~smlellon of the publlMter, 
and aoda~ Advertising Is 
sc~ted  oct the condition that in the " 
~l  of lyp~graphlcal error, that par. 
tlon of the advertising space o~. 
espied by the erfoneous Item will not 
be chgr l~ for. but the bslMce of the 
~ l lemant  will be paid for at the 
aPPlAoa~ply~ir tlcable rote. 
IWS must assume reapon. 
llbtllty for ~onw In anyclMelfled ad 
which Is supplied to the Terrace 
Review In handwritten form. 
In compliance with the 8.C, Human 
Rlghls Act, no advedlsemenl will be 
published Which discriminates 
sgainst a person due to age, race, 
religion, color, sex, nationality, 
anceatr/or place of odgln. 
4535 Orelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M7 
Phone: 635-7840 
Bayer, but here goes. 
Hubert is a columnist who 
writes about legislative 
and political matters. He 
is a respected member of 
the Press Gallery in Vic- 
toria. I consider Hubert 
Bayer's columns tO be fair 
and objectively written. 
Hubert, I read your ar- 
ticle concerning a rift in 
the Social Credit i, anks in 
the Legislature and en- 
joyed it. In commenting 
upon that  article I only 
want to expand on your 
perception by expressing a 
thought or two from my 
own experiences as a 
Legislator. 
Huber t ,  have you 
:thought of writing about 
carrots and the "nutri- 
tionai attractiveness" of  
carrots? I've heard that 
precious metals are in 
some species of carrot and 
that these metals increase 
one's vision. 
L~ 
I contend it is not loyal- 
ty which deters most 
government backbenchers 
from going public with 
their disappointments. 
tra $3,000 a year, or has it 
gone up to the $6,000 per- 
mitted by law? Whatever 
the amount it is simply to 
keep someone in line. For 
Many are more concerned every Parliamentary Sac- 
about •appointment than :: retary there is a gov ern- 
about disapPointment; ap- meat backbencher who 
pointment as a Cabinet knows absolutely that all 
Minister or as a Parlia- 
mentary Secretary. 
You say that the calibre 
of some Cabinet Ministers 
leaves a lot to be desired. 
No comment from me on 
that, but for every Cabinet 
Minister, incompetent or 
otherwise, there is a 
backbencher or Parlia- 
mentary Secretary hunger- 
ing for the Premier to 
recognize true brilliance. 
If suca a person went 
public his or her career as 
a backbencher would cer- 
tainly be consolidated. 
Are Par l iamentary  
Secretaries still paid an ex- 
cur rent  Par l iamentary 
Secretaries are incompe- 
tent. '~Now, if the Premier 
would only appo int  
me... well... ".  
I predict that many 
government backbenchers 
will continue to • 'exhibit 
that degree of spineless-, 
ness necessary to keep 
themselves in the good 
graces o f  the Premier. It 
isn,t that they are basically 
weak individuals. It is 
simply that a carrot is 
waving in front of their 
eyes and is thereby in- 
creasing their vision con- 
siderably. 
He won't get my vote 
LcLLcr 
q 
To the editor, 
Prime 'Ministe/ Brian 
Mulroney says his cons- 
cience will bother him if 
he would vote in favor Of 
capital pm',ishment. What 
bothers me is that he 
seems o concerned about 
the fives of a few selected 
murderers while at the 
same time he makes it 
lawful to kill innocent 
babies in their mother's 
womb. His conscience 
doesn't seem to bother 
him a bit as far as this is 
concerned. 
He is not getting my 
vote again. I will try the 
Christian Heritage Party 
of Canada when election 
does not seem to be con- 
cerned about the lives of 
the victims. Policemen 
may be killed on the job, 
fathers can murder their 
own Children •when they 
have an  argument with 
their wives, store keepers 
can be shot to death. 
Twenty five years in jail 
and they are out on parole 
and can do the same thing 
again. Oh, these bleeding 
hearts in Ottawal Killing a 
murderer is not taking 
revenge, but exercising 
justice, like a government 
and the courts ought to 
do. Our "intell igent" 
moralists and lawmakers 
do not know the dif- 
ference it seems. 
I am Jewish and I am all 
for the bringing to justice 
of war criminals. But here 
things that happened 40 
years ago, and about old 
people that are not a 
danger to society any 
more. Why not go after 
younger folks that are a 
threat to society right 
now. 
Fascists are not the only 
• dangers to our lives and 
freedoms. What about 
Communists? They are a 
serious threat to our 
freedom although they 
a lways talk about  
democracy. These old 
Fascists and war criminals 
will die a natural death 
pretty soon, but these 
young Communists, fresh 
out of the universities, 
what about them7 
If a criminal is sorry 
and shows it, he or she can 
be forgiven and paroled, 
Victoria Correspondent 
For some time now, Mark Rose, the New Democratic 
Party's agriculture critic in the legislature has been ask- 
ing questions'about free trade and its potential impact 
on British Columbia's agriculture. 
Time and again, he's fired his questions at 
Agriculture Minister John Savage and he's not happy at 
all with the answers. 
Nor is Rose reassured by federal Trade Minister Pat 
Carney's claim that agriculture isn't on the table in the 
free trade negotiations. "Neither was the Autopact, and 
look what's hap~ning to it now", Rose says. 
Carney's claim is further discredited by a leaked 
document containing the summary of a briefing by Bill 
Merkin, deputg chief U.S. negotiator in the free trade 
talks given to Congressional staff. •According to that 
document, agriculture is very •much on the negotiating 
table. Under the heading "Agriculture", the document 
says: 
"The issue is on the table but not much progress has 
been made so far. The Administration will address 
Canadian dairy and poultry quotas and discriminatory 
practices of the Canadian Wheat Board." 
It goes on to say that the U.S. side is interested in "a  
unified stand on agriculture subsidies and global 
agriculture policies." 
I f  Canada ndthe U.S. reach a free trade agreement 
and it includes agricultm'e, Rose believes that the B.C. 
agriculture industry has had it. And he's not just talking 
:::about "a  few chicken~pluckers,iwtheFraser.~Valiey~:; 
The wine industry couldn't survive a free trade agr6e- 
merit, Rose says, pointing to the differences in climate, 
wages and land costs in Canada and the U.S. In the 
States, he says, agricultural land goes for about $500 an 
acre, here it's $5,000 an acre or more. Wineries in the 
States, he said, employ cheap immigrant l~/borers and 
have the advantage of, a longer summer. 
"Do you think that a free trade agreement is going to 
raise land prices in the U.S. or raise wages or improve 
our climate? Of course not," he says. 
The outlook is equally grim for other segments of 
B.C.'s agriculture industry, according to Rose. Egg pro- 
ducers, he says, estimate that more than half of them 
will go under if they have to compete under a free trade 
agreement that guarantees un0bstmcted market access. 
" I  think this preoccupationwith free trade b 
ideological madness. Somehow, the proponents believe 
that free trade is good for us." All Rose can see in a 
bilateral free trade agreement with the U.S. is the com. 
plete integration Of Canada's economy with that of the 
U.S. 
Canada, he says, is bound to lose the fight for 
unobstructed access to markets. The writing, he adds, is 
on the wail. Our traditional markets have already been 
eroded. China, often touted as the most lucrative 
market of the future, is virtually self-sufficient, he says. 
So is India. And if the Soviet Union gets its act together, 
Canada will not import one bushel of wheat to that 
country in a few years. 
What markets remain for Canada's agricultural pro- 
ducts, Rose says, are being swamped with U.S. subsidiz- 
ed goods. U.S. wheat subsidy, he says; is $2.63 a bushel; 
the European Economic Community subsidizes wheat 
to the tune of $3.13 a bushel. Canada's ubsidy is 85 
cents a bushel. "How can we compete against that?" he 
asks. 
time comes. 
Our federal government 
too I find hypocracy. Peo- 
ple are concerned about 
"A bilateral free trade agreement with the United 
States will be the end of our economic independen¢~," 
Rose says. And with virtually everything else on the' 
table, including culture, he adds, it could well mean the 
end of Canada's independence, period. 
All right, so he's against a comprehensive bilateral 
free trade agreement with the U.S. Has he got a better 
idea? Indeed, he says, he has. A multblateral free trade 
agreement involving not just the U.S. but the European 
Economic Community, Japan, and other nations. 
Canada's best hope, according to Rose, is that the 
free trade talks will end in failure, a distinct possibility;, 
considering the protectionist mood of the U.S. Con- 
but a die-hard murderer grass. Rose for one would be cheering the collaPse of the 
coneau~ on page 6 negotiations. 
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Have you made travel "" 
•  :plans for the summer? i , 
provi~in~T~/c::~olnvisf~it:rst!°~HOC~D~y~-~eul~YDoype;~ :d~n~d ~offiiCr!ally to another season of-. 
of th • g ncreese public knowledge _ e Infocentre and.the.features that the community has to offer An o house order to ¢r , . pen was held In • _ sate Iocm mvowement. Vesta Douglas (left); Terrace s First Pdncsss Lisa MacLeod; 
• Miss.terrace laura Tupper;, Alderman Doug Smith; Second Princess Leanne Phlllps; and Info, 
w.r..mon, t , .  on , .o ,  ,o w , , . . .  , , .  o. , , .0 o ,  
Bernard Fickel , Ro land  Cltenard . Walter  Hebede T ~, -- . "_ g . - enrace Co-Op 
I plan to go  to  Alberta I m not real ly going to  Yes, I have I n lan to  | , F : :~  ~ ~ ~ 4"1 : chants who contributed to Association. - 
to visit my mother  ithis have any  travel plans. • I go to Europe, 'and camp J -~ . / t . ,  ( . ,~ /1  our fLrst ever I - IOWI~. -  I would also like to  
.summer. I.wanttosllow might be  leaving Tar- in Scotland. YOUDO DAY: Canada thank all of the people~ 
nor.my OaDy. Last year I race, but not as a trip as To the editor, ~ateway, McDonald's who helped out at the 
took a trip across Can. far as a vacation goes Kestaur'ant, Flowers A La Travel [nfocentre. Your 
ada. " On behalf o f  the Terrace Carte, Central Flowers help and support, whether 
-o  & District Chamber of and Gifts, Totem Buyer- through donat!ons or ac- 
Commerce, I would like to ages and Distributors, tive participation at the. 
take this opportunity to Hudson's ~ Bay Vending, Infocentre, is greatly ap- 
• • preciated. 
I I Thank you .once again 
J The Toastmasters Club meets on the first and third Tues- | for your participation. 
I day of every month at Caledonia Sr. Secondary School, J Diane Morehouse 
I room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop In and see what. it s all about. ! HOWDOYOUDO.DAY 
. " ~ " ' :  " "~" . . . . . . .  : : :  ; . . . . .  ~" : ' 11 " Coordinator 
Carol " - - ' - - -  . J a~Hul tk ran= _ We wil l  be going to , -p  - .  r~.: 
. ,~.mm~. Yes. i m going with Vancouver Island for a t~, . _  ~ • _ _ . -  ~ 
I' l l .be going back to my son back to Edmon. week. I haven't really. ~_  • " " n 
Ontario fora.5Oth Wed-  ton, apartment hunting thought about  o ther  ; " /  . ' rlsherme 
dinganniversary reun- and then to Langley for summer  t rave l  too. '<,.,, . , . . . .  . . .  . ' .~__ 
ousancIscelebrate ,., , . . .  c. ' : " . ' " .  ' ' .  • ~ . . • . ' i~e l  ~,_  . ' . . .  '. " ' . : '. 
w.ther .a t  Te_rrac.es thc C . tenmal  Lmns group  of Senior.  t~_, . :hen  s Mar l f le  
, n.tstonc ..heart. Dur.mg stand nudged up citizens sat before the i /  . " . " r = ' , ~ ,~, 
the  mzd-morn~ng againstthemvorysiz- Terraceview lodge in ~ " " " I I -0~ ' i ¢~ 
hours .cooks recru,ted fie. o f  salmon steaks eloquent stillness as r~= ' i r~ .__~-~O i l~ ,  _ .  _ _ 
_~rom me. ranks of the being broi led by crowds viewed a dis' ¢~'. : : • ~ 1 9 ~  ~OM/¢ I / I L~ ' " ~/  
lnter natt0nai Order the Kermod..e Boxing play of antique andf~"  :. ' . "  . ' " "  ,~. 
• o~ foresters tossed Club. Outside, stands classic cars in the During our ;'sail"-a-bration, you'll aave big on depandableMarlrmr .q~'p 
• pancaKes  and  seared served uD a contm- landsc n d nnr l r ;  outboardsdesignm:l..w.ilhthe.featurasyoud~rnandfromanauxillary . ~ 
bacon for a seemi--'-- -: . . . . .  -" . . . . .  ' - -  - ° ca.p.e.a ,..:.=,~ng. power source. Ken'a mlrme Knows that any fishermen worth his salt • ,~ 
. "say UUU3 progr¢SSiOIB O I .  a rea .  ( Jn l lo J ren.aasnef l  - will want a Mariner becauce.they re made with the attention,to-de.tail ~Pa 
endless hne of patient lemonade coffee- ie: aCT " !isherm.en expect. Sure-starting, smooth, and quiet running, . . , , P - oss the lawn and Marm r" e l . . e s nave great maneuverability in tight spots• Stop in end ~- '  a.pp.( t tes. I F the and tcecream.: water- period costumes were check out the complete  line of Mariner OUt boards. " 
ma.ae ot,the K.msmen melon, cookies .and visible among the Uni- Your agree...only the wind is better. ~'P~ 
b.tg-t0P uniformed hot dogs at prices forms of modern lei- . .-" • ¢~ 
• representat ives  of anyone under the age sure• while the Com-. ' " " ~-  
Terrace's Branch 13 of twn . . . . . . . . . . .  ' • ~ ~ ' ~ # ~ l ~ f ~ , / ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~  ' ;-~ ' e ty .coma not mumty oana prayed rG= 
attend ecl. the Royal have prevmusly ex- ,.in the shade Of a small " ' ~ ~  r-, ,~ mmm,,,=,~m 
Canad ian  Legmn perienced, knot of •trees above . . .  :. ~ ~ ~ . ~  ~~lW~i~N ~/,  
travelling national Inside the fenced the lodge . . : ' .  ~/" ..~:' ~- - - - "  :-=~-~:~-- - -  "~* 
dlsplaynexttoastnk- corn. pound ofthehis-  A l though t ime ;~  " ~ : ~ : - - -  - -  ~ 
• Lng. array of Kermode tone park a non-stop seemed i r re levant .  ,'~'/' " ~ -  ._ _- " -------- ~ --- ._~ ¢~. 
rnendsh ip .  Society regimen of entertain- the da was markeci .~ '~,  ~ _ -=~_ ~ t~" h " • Y p otographzc prints meat conjured up the by.  some scheduled ~'p • t ~1 ¢~ 
depicting the native past on the stage of  events. Terrace senior .W,,_ , . ' .<  
peoples and art works the old Kalum Hotel's citizens presented the  ~_  ["i[~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  M'=~, .~ lUl ,~ .,I , ,  ,,, 
or the region's past. front porch, and all people of the city_ the 7 /  Idsc '~_m~.  u IN~l~ _,~_~us~ ~ ,nnu i i sz~ f~) 
At lunch t.tme anot- around the grounds young ones in ~cu-  :~'5, ~ , - . ~ d O ~ O S  ~e ura, g ~ve~ue, , .ace, ..~. 
her Set.Ofgrdls heated unhurried ~leb.ran. ts lar, with an outsiz~ ,¢~# Better in the Long Run!  635-2909 
up anct the aroma of soaked up sunshine birthday cake at 1:30 .¢4:; ~ 
.barbequedbeeffrom and relaxation. A ~, , , ,~=,~,~s  ~ ~ t ~ X 1 ~ " 3 ~ _ ~ _ ~ _ ~ _ ~ % % % % % % ~ % % % < ~  
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J UST BY ;CIHANCE?! " ; , .  ~ .  : : :  • " ' ' 
- c ieCrtroat iOa~iSr~Wn~ ~)~iSe::::"l;:trUPi~IS;.F~ua: few deratio LoLLo t itog ry  " ." "elf i '  my oPiniom A I B i b l e  " n weeks ago he wrote a letter 
Nature is not God life makes sense. There •is asking the governments o
I 
To the editor, 
Please allow me to have 
a little discussion with my 
f r iend Jorma Jyrkkanen. 
Everybody who loves na- 
ture is my friend. In his 
letter to  the editor in the 
Terrace Review of July 2 
he wrote about "reality". 
Great[ No  grown-ups 
want to  believe in fairy 
tales, legends or myths. 
Reality is what counts. 
• Still, legends can teach us 
j good morals. 
Ask our •natives and our 
i children. They love theml 
There is a place for them 
under my sun. Jesus told 
us we have to become like 
children (not scientists) if
we ever want to encounter 
His Kingdom of peace and 
happiness. There is more 
between i~eaven and earth 
than the eye can see. 
Another dimension. If it 
comes to creation my 
friend still has to prove to 
me this falls under the 
category of legends. The 
fact that most cultures 
have a creation story in 
some form or anotherpro- 
ves to me that there is a 
. common historical back- 
:ground regardless of dis- 
tortion. 
Many scientists (not 
Christians, but "realists") 
! these days stopped teach- 
i ing evolution, because of a 
sure lack of proof  and 
many disagreements under 
the professionals. The Ho- 
ly Spirit gave me thesense 
to discover the Creator in 
his nature. Also of course 
the consequenses of sin 
and rebe l l i on  when 
disobedience by our first 
ancestors disturbed the 
harmony and peace of cre- 
ation. 
,:111111111111111111.111111 
(like Pantheists believle), 
but God can surely be 
noticed in nature. In 
church we sing, "open hay 
eyes that I may see". By 
nature we are blind for 
true reality. My Bible, 
however, tells me more 
clearly than nature that 
there is a God. When I 
notice His Love and  pa- 
tience with a rotten world 
that tries to put the blame• 
for its rottenness on God 
himself (If God is love, 
why...?) then I must 
believe the historic ac-  
count of so many witnes- 
ses. I refuse to believe that 
these p~ophets  and  
apostles were just a bunch 
of day dreamers who have 
been fooling us for 10,000 
years. Are people that 
stupid? Start all wisdom 
and insight with our 
generation of the 20th cen- 
tury? Does it take atheistic 
communism to  tell us 
there is no God? After all 
these years• of ignorance? 
Are we finally out of the 
ape-stage? G lory  to Karl 
Marx? 
I am proud to belong to 
i 
Lci:.L..cr 
Congratulations 
To the Management, 
Terraee Review 
Just a short note to tell 
you how much ~ we' lo0k 
forward to the paper from 
"back home" each week. 
We took the hometown 
paper for granted for 35 
years. 
Margaret & Jim Redmond 
Penticton, B.C. 
a future. No need to get 
high on dope and commit 
suicide' to end it all. Jorma 
seems to think he has all 
the facts. Not so. His is a 
religion, a belief, t:oo. 
There is no scientific pro- 
of for anything he believes 
in. Nor is there proof that 
my God exists and that He 
created the cosmos. But I 
experience Him and that is 
plenty of proof for me. 
Call .this subjectivism, 
pietism or anything you 
want. For.meHe is reality. 
Jorma mentioned that 
stars are millions of light 
years away. Can you 
prove that sir? You believe 
your computer, But every- 
body knows that comput- 
ers make mistakes. My Bi- 
ble never makes a mistake. 
In these 6000 years 
everything it says came 
true. Take AIDS. My Bi- 
ble says, "The wages of  
sin is death". But not 
many believe that in 1987. 
Evo lu t ion?  Humani ty  
solicits its own destruc- 
tion. 
Millions of light years? 
Blind faith in some scien- 
tists it is. Moreover, my 
Bible doesn't ell us that 
God created the stars 
10,000 years ago. All it 
says is, " In  the beginning 
God created the heavens 
and the earth". That was 
act one. How many years 
ago? About 10,000 years 
ago, we believe, God 
started with act two. He 
brought order in nature's 
chaos. Yes, that was His 
second act of creation. 
Read your Bible carefully. 
People are sloppy readers. 
Eve did not eat an apple 
_ , .  _~.  _ .  . and Jonah was not in a 
• ~ ~  whale, for instance. 
" "  ~ " -  Jorma contradicts him- 
I I I I I I  II II I I I I I I I  II I I I I I I I I I I I I I  II I I I I I I I I I I  I I I  I I!111 
You.don't have to 
be r, ch to 
advertise!  
tAheClaT/;;jf~!:(e~iinw ~~r- -  
-< 
ONLY $2 
(per week, 30 words or lesS). 
How do you get your ad 
into the Review? ::.. 
-e drop it in our mail 's lot ::.:/. " ~;..- 
• mail it to us . .~  
• come into our office • ~I~'_E 
• phoneus / " '~]~Z"  
• or stop us-on the street ~ .~ '{ / . / t  
There will b.e no bil l ingl Pay next t!me you~.  ~" 
come in or next time you see us. We re work- ~IL.\~I 
Ing the, '.'Honor System" ,: . ~  
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace 635-7840 
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do  something drast ic 
about he AIDS epidemic. 
I agree with him 100 per- 
cent that virus carriers 
should be isolated. We 
owe that to society. Socie- 
ty does not want to be 
discriminated against just 
for the sake of a few 
homosexuals; Our  rights 
come before  the i r  
"rights". They have no 
right to pass AIDS on to 
us. It takes common sense 
to protect our citizens, in- 
cluding our children. 
The contradiction of 
Jorma's theories is that 
while one believes in evo- 
lution, one also believes in 
the survival of  the fittest. 
So why  bother •`to take 
measures?  Darwin got 
disturbedby realizing the 
consequenses  o f  his 
theow. He did not have in 
mind the "facts" we are 
teaching our students to- 
day. On his deathbed Dar- 
win-took back everything 
he had said. Science and 
rationalism are unreliable 
guides .on our way to eter- 
nal life. 
My friend Jorma Jyr- 
kkanen still has time to 
join the happy crowd of 
trusters ~in a Creator- 
Father an~i see nature with 
different, eyes, singing 
g lo ry -ha l le lu jah  with 
black, yellow, brown, red 
and white brothers and 
sisters the world over. 
Bill Homburg 
Terrace, BC 
is re:q uired 
To the editor, benefits are often far less 
I would like to complain than apost ie ' s  weekly 
about the situation re- cheque. -- 
lating to the handicapped St r ikers  and the 
and the postal strike, beaureauacy an afford to 
A friend, who receives show some consideration 
handicapped benefits, was to people who are really 
unaware that people were only handicapped by soci- 
to pick up cheques from ety ' s  attitude towards 
the Post ,Office. He had them. 
been getting some mail all Brian Oregg 
week and in his experience Terrace, B.C. 
during previous strikes " " " ' 
such announcements were Letter- 
broadcast over radio..He 
heard no radio report~ He continued from page 4 
heard about it •on the, should be put out of the 
grapevine, way to prevent more kill- 
When my friend tapped ings. And let us not forget 
his way along the sidewalk the threat of political kill- 
in front of the Post Office ings like we see in Fascist 
some striking represen- and Commuaist countries. 
tatives accosted him. One These killings too we 
ofthe picketers laughingly should prevent. Yes, I am 
threw a sandwich sign Pro-Life. 
over him. My friend con- Channah Polak 
tinued tappinghis way to Terrace, B.C. 
the entrance of the Post 
Office and the picketer ' 
demanded he stop while Bank - -  
he retrieved the sign. 
My friend does not continued from page 2 
complain, but I think I nual basis. Whether it be 
must. The Post Office, Halloween, a bank cam- 
like the civil service who paign, or a local Special 
issues cheques .:to the event, staff don't need 
handicapped; is a tax sup- much of an excuse to 
ported service and :the decorate the branch or 
handicapped should bje don costumes. 
gwev better consideration. Th~ Royal Bane looks 
Strikers canperhaps:  af- forward to serving the 
ford' to raise Cain'~but communityforthenext:40 
a handicapped person,s years. 
The 
&TOI K 
 EPOI T 
Is the stork 
about to visit you? 
• Let everyone know.about he •happy event by having it printed / / J  
in the Terrace Review. Forms are available at the hospital. J ~ | 
• ' " ' " '. " ? , . , ,  I 
-' Bernard Fiokel:and. Mary a!chardson are proud 
• to announce the. arri~al.of the,r f, rst'new born son, 
• JoshuaKenneth,  a t  1.48a.m;.  on Ju ly3 , .1987,  
weighing 8 •lbs. 3 ozs. We would also like to thank 
:Dr. VanHerk, Dr. Lynn, Dr. Lee and the nursing 
staff at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
• j : L, i:: 
• • ' -  ~ " ? ~ .  ' . ~ • , , '~  ~i •-: i~ • • • . . . . .  ' / " , , ,  • 
, i  . ii, 
i 
i, ]Ei~.~h:~, ~q~c~. ' "' . 24. h Phonour '; e ~  
• cyOl[l• ' ~ti~, ,,., (604)635.4080 ~ ]  
" ' , Momboro fAFs~Nl reServ lce  keena Mall ~~:  
I 
: '~  ~.?  2 . .  • 
- EST ONED :GUN. .. LAWS QU, I " 
,>:Commefit~' best weal~on prior to The bear incident points 
,,, - " " physical contact with the up another, perhaps more 
bear. important principle, one 
r¢,,.¢, s¢~i,~.. Wed.=,~:, July~:. ,9,7 1 > 
, ) , "  % • " :  . . . .  , . . . .  
me . " . : ' •  . " " 
.... Robert  Willoughbysenten d 
to life impr i sonment  ...... i :: " r  
~" Z-  
by TodStraehan on 21 other sexually would be served:concur- The chap recently killed • After contact, a pistol which is founded on the -Terrace ContributOr related offences for which rently with the 20 year  
by a bear at Stewart raises slung on a shoulder notion that a person is TERRACE - -  l~obert he had been convicted in sentence Willoughby was' :: , 
serious questions about holster or on the hip basically desirousofbeing Roland Willoughby, 37, Terrace Provincial Court already serving a t -Moun.  
Canada,s gun laws. would be the best defense honest, pleaded guilty to three on Oct. 17, 1986. tain Penetentiary inMats: j: 
Are they too strict and at close range if the bear is Guns are not weapons charges of sexual inter- Pr ior  to handing down qui for 26 other sexually: 
inappropriate in all con, •intent on predation, pre- for crime only. As every course with a female sentences of five years on related charges. ~ i: i :  
texts? ferably a short barrelled police officer knows, in under 14 and was sentenc- 20 cotmts of gross in- • . 
That the victim was (for quick draw) 44 the right context: they can Willoughby has -now 
ed to the maximum penal- decency • and 10 yearsto be been convicted On: 50 of ~ found with a bloody magnum or multi-shot save the life of honest ty Of life imprisonment on served consecutively on the 76 charges that .'were 
pocket knife indicates that autoloader, since • these citizens and they must be each count by Judge P.R. one count  of• '~sexual laid in Feb., 1985.A1i the i 
he fought the bear. The can be deployed with one regarded as safety tooh. Lawrence in Terrace Pro- assault, Judge :Lawrence 
question might be asked, hand. Perhaps new laws are vincial Court last Friday, hea~.d testimony from Dr. offences involved :12 Ter- •~ 
"Why didn't he have a Unfortunately, obtain- needed that are more con- July 3. Stanley Semrau, one• of race childi:en between the ~ 
gun?": which would have ing permission to carry siderate of those that need Regional  Crown two Vancouver psychia- place over a 10 year period 
givenhim a much better such guns is next to im- personal protection so Counsel, PeterEwert, said trists who had done a ages of 8 and 15and took-• 
chance of surviving, possible due to Canada's honest people can have the the Crown had been court  • ordered from 1975 to 1985. 
Rifles and shotgUns are restricted gun laws. same chance of survival as allowed to proceed with psychological and  per- On his firsr con~'iction,:. • 
cumbersome• for people To have this protection criminals, the three charges after the sonality assessment on in Apr., 1985, Willoughby-: 
who work in the woods, and to probably have say' An old Indian trapper, Appeal Court of B.C. Willoughby. was sentenced to. eight 
They require • that the edhis life, the man killed Peter Deja from Old overturned a Supreme Semrau told thecourt years in prison. The.: 
hands be used for carrying at Stewart would have had Crow,  asked me once at Court of B.C. decision that, "This man had an Crown appealed that : 
them which makes it hard- to break the law. Aiken Lake, "You're not that stated the charges anti-social personality and sentence saying it Was too 
to work. During a surprise A criminal wouldn't going in the bush without were a p.art of a section of was a f'vmted pedophile. I fight considering the great' 
attack, a'rifle or shotgun hesitate to carry a side- a gun, are you? I shot two the criminal code which cannot conceive amodu le  number of chargesagainst .  
mightjust as often be out arm in such circum- grizzlies in my life that was considered unconsti: of treatment hat would Willoughby. The Appeal 
of reach, leaning against a stances, so the criminal charged me and they tutional, result in successful treat- Court of B.C. ruled in' 
tree somewhere, would have probably sur- would've got me if i  didn't Willoughby, also - ap- mont." favor of the CroWn and l 
When slung over the vived. It's a strange law have a gun to shoot them. peared be fore  Judge JUdge Lawrence his sentence wasincieased 
back, they represent a which gives criminals a Boy, white man sure is Lawrence to be senfenced ordered that •all sentences to20 years. : hazard to the neck in a fail higher chance of survival stupid." • > . . . .  
off.a log so they can be a than law abiding people. From a biolog --. 
liability instead of an asset .Had such side-arms been perspective, i ( ' s  ,. ii ~ [ i : 
and triggers can getcaught available, as mandatory natural selection at w / . .~  - -  ~ "  :~e). t ["  
. . . .  t mma'zea  > >--  
on branches, protection for  woods getting rid of law abiq : : 
I f  attacked by a bear, workers, with proper in- people. • ~.  - 
both hands must be able struction, this man might Jorma Jyrkk~ .... ': " " 
to be used to deploy a rifle have lived as might many Terrace, t
or shotgun, but a bear will other people killed by - • 
-often render one arm or. bears in the back-country. . "- . " 
shoulder quickly useless U n f o r t u n a t e I y ,  . . . .  
by blows or bites. Thus, Canada's gun laws evolv- - "~ ~"~ : 
the likelihood of deploy- .ed around the principle As the Skeena Mall is renovating 
ing a rifle after contact is that if a man is in posses- - ~,~:~ ..... 
very low. Without a- sion of a side-arm, he will Gemma Bed & Bath Boutique is .i:!: 
doubt;a, magnum rifle or probably ~turn in to"  a . . . . .  cleaning up their stock, :. ~ ~  I " ' 
shotgun with slugs is the criminal. :0 ; . : ~ " . ,  . ,  
TO LEASE OR NOT TO LEASE?  - - > * , : 
THE A ER.  ii/~ : 
• And here are4  Great reasons that  prove it ...... 
1, what you use, not the full price of t h e L e a s i n g  is convenient. You only pay for 3. use your available bank line of credit f o r L e a s l n g  frees yourcash and your can . .~j~,.jf~r~l~.~. ]/~/.~gp, . .  ._ • ..•~i.i~  ..... . ! :}:~.:. . 
9chiCle. other puposes. 
dispose of at !i! ~ " ' 2. There is no used car to 4. Lessees leasing for business purposes V E  "" 
lease end. will have the benefit of simplified tax 
records, i~ ~, 
. h,,, .. . - . , .  o., ,... . ,  ,,.,. .,,. o,,,o. ,o .=. , .  ,. .,. .,...=.., , . . .  . . . . .  ,.,=.,, .,.. on  Assor ted  F ie ldcres t  Towe ls  " ~  ~ lax,  I l con~ and Insurance. Lessee subject to  all maintenance Coa l  and excess wear  and lear. A standard distance - 
al lowance of 10,000 km Is Included at no extra cost. 11his offew Is available for a l imited t imeon ly .  
- . - .  
1/2 PR ICE  . 
Lease for as'little as on Assor~tedShower Curtains 
$231 permonth , SAVE 30% 
1987 ESCORT "FS" ~ ~ :  ' . . . .  - ~ on Jenny Jones Rugs 
z 
Lease for as little ass189 permonth . ~ ~ ~  j SAVE 300/0 r " ' " L " " "  
• ~ ~  .. i~::'!:iil/:i -:O n Assor tedP l  tures .... ~ ..... ~ ;  
J " $193 per month . . '~Ni~~~DL~481 Sale ends July ll,1987 . • 
, - I 
, , _^. . . _ ,   o=.r i 
SKEENAMAL-  Terrace, B.C. 635-3392 
) 
i . 
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SPORTS , . , ? - 
Rod Vance of Kltlmst, left, and Terrace's Ray Taft are both 
"ace"  golfers at the Skeena Val ley Golf  Club. Both veterans 
scored holes-in-one within 48 hours of each other during the 
final week of June. The vict im was the par-three second hole. 
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Club pro-mlt ltal ler Dan Rosengren, holding broken.armed son 
Tyler, won overal l  low gross at the Skeena Val ley Men's Open 
Golf  Tournament on the June 28 weekend. 
Aces..up 
TERRACE-  Most goif 
courses are fortunate to 
have a single hole-in-one 
recorded in a season, but 
the Skeena Valley Club in 
Terrace is luckier than 
most. 
Early in the spring, Bob 
'All Seasons' Park scored 
an aceon 'the 160-yard se- 
cond hole. After a quiet 
period of several weeks, it 
was lRay Taft's and Rod 
Vance's. turn to record 
their names in the club;s 
'record book. 
Taft started it on June 
24, just two days before 
the opening of the Skeena 
Valley Men's Open Tour- 
nament. Ray and some 
friends were out for an 
evenin*g nine-hole round 
when the veteran of 25 
years on the links took out 
his nine-iron andteed off 
on the par-three second 
hole. 
The shot bounced into 
the hole and Taft had his 
first-ever ace. 
• Forty-eight hours, later 
during the opening day of 
the Skeena Valley Open, 
Kitimat's Vance also took 
a crack at number two, 
also using a nine-iron. He 
came up with the same 
result. 
For Rod this was not 
something new.. Eight 
years ago Rod registered 
an ace in Castelgar. 
And how did these one- 
shotters help two golfers7 
Well, Taft played nine 
holes and wound up with a 
40. Vance went 18 holes 
and shot a 79. By the way, 
for grabs on the final day 
of the Men's TournamenL 
If a player shot a hole-in- 
one, he won the car. 
The major difference 
for Ray and Rod was that 
they had their aces on the 
second hole. You had to 
shoot an ace on the par- 
three, fourth hole to get the 
car. 
The 6core, are... 
NORTHWEST SENIOR MEN'S SOCCER LEAGUE 
JUNE 28 ThornhJll Pub 5-REPAP O 
Silver Bullets 3-Skeena Sawmills 1 
'EXHIBITION 
OLDTIMERS Terrace 3-Kilimat.2 
JUNE 30 Juventis Timbermart 1-Aiyansh 1 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER 
JUNE 27 GAMES 
UNDER 7 
UNDER 8, 
UNDER 10 
UNDER 12 
UNDER 13 
UNDER 15 
GIRLS 
Canons 2-LlonsO 
Kinsmen O-Vlc Froese 0 
Tar. Builders 4-Sa!eway 2 
Sundance 4-Doc's Cartage 1 
Tilden 2-McAIplne O 
Terrace Chrysler 2-Ken's Photo 1 
- Dairy Quee.n 2-Totem Ford 0 
ThunderBirds 3-Skeena Cellulose 1 
AGK Pacmen 4- Co-op 1 
Shoppers Drugs 2-Surveyors 2 
N.W. Sportsman 7-Cedarland 2 
Finning 11-Sight &.Sound 1 
Copperside 5-Aqua Plumbing 4 
Bavarian Inn 5-Rotary 3 
Braids 4-Northern Drugs.2 
Bud's.Z-Rotary 5 • 
Tide Lake 4-Kinsmen 1 
l~ichard's Cleaners 3-Pizza Hut.O 
REVISED 1987 C--F--L SCHEDULE 
Friday, July 10,. Calgary at Winnipeg 8 p.m. 
Saturday, July 11 - Toronto at Ottawa 8 p.m. 
Sunday, July 12 - Hamilton at Edmonton 4 p.m. 
sponsored by... 
. • .  . . . .  , , . .  
. . . • ,  
. . .  - : '  - 
. , . . , 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
GAME 
TERRACE LADLES SOFTBALL 
SEASON ENDING TOURNAMENT JUNE 27-28 
• . Donna's Cut & Curl 25-Tilden 11 
, : Golden Razor 42-Shear Magic. 15 
Pizza Patio 30-Tilden ? 
Shear Magic 21-D0nna's Cut & Curl 18 " 
Pizza Patio 23-Golden Razor 16 
Tilden 1Z-Shear Magic 16 
Donna's Cut & Curl 21-Pizza Patio 15 ' 
Golderi Razor 20-Donna's Cut & Curl 8 " 
Pizza Pa!lo 24-Shear Magic 4 • - 
Golden Razor 15-Tilden 6 
Goldefi Razor 9 Donna's'Cut 8, Curl 7 " 
Pizza Patio ~.9-Tilden 11 
Donna's Cut& Curl 25-Tilden 5 • 
Piz~,a Patio 2g-Golden Razor 19 
TERRACE & 
JUNE 28 
aUNS 29; 
JUNE 30 
DISTRICT I~EN'S FASTBALL 
LEAGUE ~ 
TeB Truckloggers 10-N.W:Oldtlmers 3 
N.W. Oldtlmers 7-Ter, M & H 5 
Cole Petroleum 2-Kltimat I 
.. Ter.. M & H tO-Ter Truckloggers 7 . : 
Cole Petroleum 5-.Tar. Truckloggers 
/ 
.I ur mcc A complete personalized Insurance 'Agency for .... hscncics LLd Home eL f feeF i re  
., Boat  • Bus iness  
4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace AUTHOmZED mENrS 
Phone-638-8581 - '- 
Thousands  ce lebrate  - -  co,ti,,ed Uom page 5 
p.m.; the Royal Can- over, gate attendants Vance's hole;in-one came 
• at park during his second trip adian Legion and the the historic 
around• the nine-hole 747th Air Cadets led a recorded 3,168 peo- 
layout for opening day ceremonial flag rais, pie who had passed 
tournament action, ing half an hour later, through that, point 
• Had both golfers been followed by the plan- alone: 
even luckier, they might 
be driving around today in ring of a commemor- • 
a $16,000 Ford Tempo. ative maple tree in The day concluded 
That was the prize up front of the Ter- with the sunset sky set 
raceview Lodge. alight with detona- A DE~E 
By the time it was tions and bursts of DOWNA 
multicolored f i re-  SAFER ROAD Golf works; like a message -- of congratulations to 197%1987 
organizers and pamc- 
ipants alike. 
Cindy BoRon of Kiti- 
matshot  a 170 score to TR IATHALON CHANGES MADE 
win overall low gross at 
the annual Prince Rupert by Dale Greenwood Rosengren, .Ladies 36-hole Jubilee Terraee Contflbntor 
, . " Golf tournament on ,~th e . . . . .  
:Hamilton 
take golf 
TERRACE ' Skeena 
Valley Golf Club Pro- 
Manager Dan Rosengren 
broke out of a three-way 
tie going into the final 18 
holes to take overall low 
gross honors with a score 
of 221 for the annual 
54-hole Skeena Valley 
Men's Open tournament 
on the June 27 weekend. 
And veteran• Frank 
Hamilton played so much 
better than his handicap 
that his score of 189 was 
good enough for overall 
low net honors at thc' 
cont inued on  page  9 
,June 27 weeke/ld. Run- 
nerup was Bibbi Dozzi of 
Terrace with a 177. 
Overall low net went to 
J.D. Arney. 
In the first flight, Rose 
Marion won low gross 
with Gillian Hodge of Ter- 
race as runnerup. Bonnie 
Shaw of Terrace won the 
second flight, edging out 
Roberta Bodger by one 
stroke. 
The tournament, which 
attracted 60 golfers, had 
been called off earlier 'in 
June due to poor weather. 
Named to represent dis- 
trict seven at the B.C. 
Ladies Amatuer Golf 
Championship were Bibbi 
Dozzi and Fran Fowler. 
: TERRACE- -  You are invited to participate in 
Terrace's Premier Triathalon event to be held in con- 
junction with Diamond Jubilee and Riverboat Days 
Celebrations. 
The race willconsist of a I km Swim at Lakelse Lake, 
a 40 km cycle, followed by a 10 km run. 
Note, these distances have been revised. It is a deman- 
ding course to test the stamina• of the fittest. 
Deadline for entries is July 10, 1987. 
Categories include Teams, consisting of three par- 
ticipants and Individual Men's and Women's. The race 
is starting from Furlong Bay Campsite, July 26 at 10:00 
p.m. and will be followed with a Banquet and Awards 
Presentation. 
Hope to see you there! The event is sponsored by 
Terrace Rotary Club 
CFTK 
Canadian Airlines 
Canon Camera 
Panasonic • 
Timex ...... 
.. : :.~ Curling O'Keefe ' : ';~ 
! 
i • 
I 
Golf ..... I
Honors 
continued from page 8
three-day, 104-player 
series in hot, sunny 
weather. 
Rosengren was tied with 
Helge Helgers0n and Paul 
Lefler at 148 after the first 
36 holes on rounds of 73 
and 75. Helgerson had 
fired a 76-72 score while 
Lefler had put together a
pair of 74's. 
On the final 18, Rosen- 
gren posted another 73 
while Helgerson managed 
a 174, which gave the gold 
club boss a one-stroke vic- 
tory. Lefler faded out of 
the picture by ballooning 
to an 84. 
Several other players 
were in contention going 
into the last day. Brock 
-Waldron was at 149 (he 
was fourth overall in low 
score with 224), 16-year- 
old Johnny Jones sat at 
1•51, while John Yasin- 
chuk had i52 (Yazz shot a 
71 in the last round --  the 
best score of the tourna- 
m¢.nt. He had.third best 
gross score of 223). 
Others close with 18 to 
go included Bruno Hidber 
at 153, Brian MacDonald 
at 154 and Ron Venman at 
155. 
Here's a rundown on 
- ~,,, byTod Strachan 
Terrace. correspondent 
TERRACE --The long 
awaited arrival of summer 
in the northwest has 
brought record breaking 
temperatures and al- 
though this was a welcome 
event o many local .beach 
goers, according to Con- 
servation Officer Terry 
McGunigle, it may result 
in local, sports fishermen 
missing out onthe annual 
run of chinook salmon. 
The chinook or spring 
salmon, , are normally 
found in the Skeena River 
system from late June to 
the end of July, according 
to McGunigle; but this 
year's late and rapid, run- 
off has colored the water 
and flooded' popular sand 
bars. 
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RUNOFF AFFECTS SALMON STOCKS 
"The: Skeena has been Department of Fisheries, should be steelhead in the 
quite, high for the past 
month and the fish change 
their patterns with the 
changing water levels," he 
said. 
"Even .the smaller tri- 
butaries are dirty" right 
now. The fish are there, 
butthey're impossible to 
find. 
• " I f  the situation doesn't 
• change over the next few 
weeks .it ,..may., mean that 
sports fishermen miss the 
Whole spring salmon sea- 
son." 
McGunigle did suggest 
that the Kitimat River 
should remain relatively 
clear providing an alter- 
native to the Skeena. 
Jim Culp, Recreational 
Advisor for the North 
Coast Division of the 
was a little 'more op  
timistic when he said, " I f  
the hot weather continues, 
the fishing should improve 
in about a week. 
"We- d idn ' t  have 
enough ot weather earlier 
in the year to melt all the 
snow. However, all the 
low level snow has come 
down and we're pretty 
well into the glacial run 
off which will be a much 
slower process.,' 
According to Culp, if 
conditions in the Skeena 
. system were to improve in 
the riext one to two weeks, 
there would still be a fairly 
~good run o f  chinook sal- 
mon this year as well as a 
few dolly varden and cut- 
throat. 
Culp also said there 
system by mid July. 
McGunigle : predicted 
that this year's steelhead 
run would be significant 
due to a low sockeye run 
attracting few commercial. 
fishermen to the mouth of 
the Skeena. - - 
Whether you decide to 
try your luck*in the 
Skeena, or drive to the_. 
more productive Kitimat 
River, Culp said that most 
chinooks were .caughton 
roe and the most popular 
lure for the smaller species 
was a o or 2 Spin 'n Glow, 
but.. most large, flashy 
spoons uch as the Kitimat 
were also popular. 
Frank Hamilton shot a 189 to 
win overall low net honors at 
the Skeena Valley Men's Open 
Golf Tournament on the June 
500 LITRES. OF FREE DRIVING 
Why Are You Still Pavino . 
.the Price for Gasoli'ne"   
. . l i  When 
, YOU HAVE A Cl iO. iCE. 
top finishers in each 28weekend. " - '- - 
flight: , - - - ~  IJm UnMt. GAS ='  
,;In the championship third. , ~ V E H I C L E  F U E L  flight, HelgersOn's 222 In thethird flight, Dar- 
copped the low gross cy Delorme grabbed gross i:  ii ' ' 
honor, Brock Waldron honors on a 256, Second : - 
eq: _ ' .  low net, John Yasinchuk Ray Johnson.. In the net " " . - "!:.i: ' ' 
tOOk honors with a 202. category, Ed Fairless and E " " ""..i:i ii ........ : -'- " ... i:....ii:i:~-:: ./:~=:i.:i . .  
He was closely followed Dan Smith each had 194, .... ; • i  . : 
by Jim Enriquez with 203 but Fairless won on a " " : i , :! i ~ :~ " ~ 
and Mickey Johnson at countback. BillMuirhead Z : : : ' ~ r  : ~ ~L i lm- -~- -  
204. was third, only one stroke ITDS EAow TO  u v=H/ 
First flight low gross behind. O " 
went to Bruno Hidber : 
with a 230. Paul  Fairless had the most 1. $1,300.00 in rebates still available, ~:  Lefier 
was next with 232, then ,- dazzling shot of the tour- " " 
Phil Davies with 235. Low -nament. On the par-four, ~ 2. NO DOWN PAYMENT* Up to $1,600.00 financing at- 
net.honors went to Mark firth:hole, Fairless canned 1% above prime. 
Flaherty with 199, wiih his approach shot o f  more I L l  
David Blower next a 201 than l00yardstoscorethe ~ Simply bring your. Vehicle to ~R/J" 
and Jim Rigler third at  tournament's only eagle. ~~/a"~&¢"  
202. As for the  Ford Tempo - Drive it out the next day and ~• 
The second flight gross .car giveaway for a hole-in- ~ 
honors went to Ken Fed- one of the l66-yard fourth ' START BUYING YOUR FUEL FOR 26VLitre. • 
derson with a 248. Bud hole onSunday,,  nobody ~ .  ' : * For a limited time - ' " - O 
co z 
[ You Could Drive All Summer on FREE Fuel "11 
I Then Pay Only.267/Litreeq. , 
• Use B.C. s own Fuel. Powered By .Natural- Gas 
Dependably Low Priced The Future of Vehicle Fuel - -  Today 
I ~ . x / ,  ~ ~ . . . . .  KITIMAT 632-7'388 
i "~ l~- JP ' f "~ ' /~ '~~ Au/ tV~~d'6"  PRINCE RUPERT 824-6400 17 el.s" Convers°otinV: ,%e~rvi , SMITHERS 847-9172 
l c, Or Any P.N.G. Office 
500 LITRES OF FREE DRIVING 
Smith was ~iecond and •made the  winning shot. 
Dick Graf was third.i Kelson Crouse came 
HaroldCox had a 199 for closest - -  his drive was 
low net with Dave Corn- only 18 inches from the 
fort next and Wayne Epp pin. • . 
~mportant .  Part 
[ of your Income ,s 
-I --the amount you 
! SAVE. 
i We have plans to make , 
I your savings . . . .  
I Call or drop by our office. , 
I ~L i fe  Insurance Retirement Savings 
l '  . G_i.c s' &_Dep0slts (,7) Mutual Funds 
! Education Plan s Financial Planning 
[IINVESTCO ~ T~rArL:. 
I ~ I . r -~- - - -  "L i  [ ; - '  
I -,#-- 636-2387 
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Quick and easy... 
TERRACE 
BUSINESS GUIDE 
Transmissions 
• Exchange. Rebuilt 
. Parts. Repairs 
Automotive and marine 
Your local, on the spot specialists 
for over 16 years 
E?r tl~e best in maintena.ce or,repair.., 
"iRANS I ERRACE MISS ION 
4419 Legion Ave.. Terrace 
635.2600 After hours: 635-6937 
• . . . . . .  i 
PRO TECH ELECTRONICS 
Models Irora the Fashions Out of This World event which took place at the Skeena Valley Golf 4519 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
Club were: (left to right) Hell Gerdel, Gall Sharpies, Gall Johnson, Chris Hansen, Marie Harrison 
and Bette Mahoney. 635.5134 
Lad i  h id  fash i  h repairC°mpleteelectr°niCSserVices 
es  o ...- ' • o n  s o w  Service centre for most " major brands 
bY verde Porter amongstthe galaxy of the Nansen, GailSharples and Sate,!!te TV systems 
end Edith Gieseiman sun, moon, earth and sat- Hell Gerdei. • 
TFJ[tRACE-- The Skeena urn, At intermission •the 
Valley Ladies Golf Club The 90 ladies were se~- guests were entertained by Pools & Spas 
recentlyheld their annual ed a delightful lunch by six imported comic dan- Chemica ls  and  
Fashion Show. The theme the Space Bunnies. cars. 
this year was "Fashion The fashion present- Door prizes were pre- All Accessories 
Out of This World;" ed by Rose's Shop and sented throughout the 
To compliment the Rosie's Pro Shop combin- evening and the Ladies Northwest  Conso l idated 
theme the club house was ed casual, sport and even- G01f Club would like to SuppF  Ltd. 
decorated as outer space, ing ensembles which were thank all the local• busi- 
Hundreds of twinkling modeled by Bette Mah- nesses for their contribu- 5239 KeithAve., Terrace 635-7158 
silver stars glittered oney, Gall Johnson, Chris tions. 
GY ND CAMP MNASTS TO ATTE TOTAL  
. . . .  , :BUSINESS SERVICES 
Terrace gymnasts are Gymnasts from Ter-and spaces are filling *TYPING 
invited to join other rac.., Masset and Kitimat quickly. The cost for the ~ VOICE PAGERS ~ PHOTOCOPYING 
northwest athletes in an are currently registered program is $55 per person. ~ 24.HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
instructional camp begin- 
638-8195 Pamela  Ashwor th ,  i 
from the Richmond Gym- l #1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N4 
nastics Club will be com- . . 
ing to Kitimat to hold a 
five day competitive level i 
instructional camp for I 
.gymnastic competitors 
from the Pacific North; 
west. 
Ashworth's background 
is impressive. Not  only Your Week Ahead Horoscope 
does she coach-provincial 
level gymnasts, she also 
manages the Richmond ARIES Avoid association With those who are unpre- 
Girls Gymnastics Club Mar. 21.APr. 19 dictable or unhappy. Look for the upbeatindi- 
which has over 300 mem- vidual and restore your optimism. 
bars. She is a graduate o f  TAURUS Hopes and wishes seem elusive. Dream up a new 
the Gymnastic Coaching Apr. 20-May 20 and novel approachand make things happe n. 
Program+ at Seneca Col- GEMINI 
lege and:was "Student of 
the Year" in her gradu- 
ating year. A former com- 
petitive • gymnast, Pamela 
I'] a l soa  fu l ly  qualified 
Level III Coach and a 
choreographer for gym- 
nastics. 
The instructional pro- 
gram will run July I l to 15 
and two classes are of- 
fered. Each gymnast will 
receive three hours of in- 
struction per day and 
numbers are limited to en- 
sure individual attention. 
I 
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May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITrARIUS 
Nox. 22-Dee. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
. One who Would like:to displace you is looking 
['or a flaw in your methods. Go strictly by the 
book. 
Make a point of  keeping good rapport with 
in.laws, before you find yourself on the outside 
looking in., 
You couldlbe led astray in financial matters by 
putting too.much faith in your intuition. It can 
play tricksJ 
Taken "wait and see" attitude where partner- 
ship matters are concerned. Let the dust settle. 
Consider changing employment ~,hen the situ- 
ation gets too turbulent. Working under tension 
is hard onthe mind and body. 
One you care for deeply'deserves a straight an- 
~swer. A new door opens as an old one closes. 
Your base of operation is the hub of activity. A 
bit of excitement adds color to the atmosphere. 
An urge to change the status quo finds you taking 
~ TERRACE LTD. 
4711-A Keith Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
Thornhill Grocery 
& Laundromat 
• Open 7days a week8a.m.. 11p.m. 
• Fresh meat Cut daily. 
• Fresh produce, 'Take-out' foods 
• Post office 
635'6624 
across from Thornhill Elementary 
- . . " i 
KALUM ELECTRIC 
Major Appliances: 
Frigidaire Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
Sales& Service VCR 
Parts Depot We service 
for all makes all makes 
~=,.,."i"" Electric Ltd. m4 K.,u: s,~ 635.6286 
Commercial & Residential Construction, 
Maintenance, Repairs & Renovations 
Wood Stove Installations 
4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE, 
TERRACE, B.C. 635-5859 
~ ~  Specializing I. 
~;  " ~ 4x4  and  • \ 
Automatlc 
Transmlsslon 
Repa i rs  
North  Coast  Auto  
Repairs Ltd a=0 River Dr.. Terrace 
835-8967' 
i #. Inflatable Boat Repairs 
~.. a#t Durable  &e~sOO able 
e'tl,/oe High Quality ~s, tes 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in Conveyer Belt 
Instalations Splicing & Repairs, 
II Vulcanizing & Pulley Lagging. 
24 hr Service I ICBC claims handled promptly HIGH QUALITY BELTING & 
+l " sas  11ss  " " , 
• - _ _O '____  638.0663 " 638-8530 
MERCCRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINH JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 8 POWER PRODUCTS 
KEN'S MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. Phone: 635-2909 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat  & Carwash  
Open 8:30- 10:30 dally 
2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 
Industrial 638-1876 
Commercial &; " - / '~ /  
Residential ~ ) .  
Wiring ~ 
Hate's Electric  
Nathan Waddall - Electrlcml Contracfor 
4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
DOC'S  CARTAGE 
AND STORAGE CO. (!984) LTD. 
Agents for ,., gUNITED 
United Van Lines q l IUNITED 
"~UNITED 
... across town or across the nation. 
.635-2728 
3111 Blakeburn St., Terrace, B.C. 
In KItlmat - -  Phone 632-2544 
control of'community projects. You'll probably ~ 
rufflesome f athers. ~ Sa les  and Service for 
AQUARIUS Your good judgment in handling financial mat- I ~ [  
Jan. 20-Feb. IS price,ters pays °ffin increased assets' Y°u d° pay the I~b~)r. t '  "~*"  Motorcycles , Chalnaaws ~ . 
PISCES " Others admire your air of self assurance' Take ~ $nowmoMles  *Madne Suppl ies + 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 carethatitdoesn'texpressasanegotisticaiknow.,,..~,,. + + TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
BERT'S DELICATESSEN SALES ~ L TD, + 
_ we SAVe.. ct i " ' ' 
~, ~ J ~  ...a large variely 0, Conta 
]~:~r~__...~ffi.w,p'~" meats, cheeses, European nov.+,+ i+ 
, " ~ l )~.~+~i lb t  sandwiches, fresh salads . . . .  : 
"~" ~Y~'%, ]~ We cater for large and 
{~' ,~r '~ small parties and picnics. 
. . . . .  ++ oro+ e +o.aoo, ci Phone: + , .o J + 4603 ark Ave. Terrace (across from the'library) :" rq 
% 
+ . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~"  , . . . .  . , . . " . . . : . ,  ? , :  _ . .  i . ~ . ,~  • . . . .  ; . . . .  , :  . '  , , . . . . . .  t . *  , 
¥• 
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""°"" ' ' "  WESTP 0 WINS ~ ~ ,  .~~-~;.~:~~.*:t'.: ~ .~  .:., ;.:., ,,,...,,.....~,,.,....,.=., 
., ? .,~.. ,, ~.;., . . . . .  ~ ,~;. .,.. ~ ~ ~. .~..~..-.~.. ............. ~:-_.=:._-:. .......... , ...... ~,-,.-,,- ~%'~~; ,~ I  TERRACE- -  Westpoint dic. Ford of Burns Lake 
.................  . . . . . .  , ~ ~r . .  ~ : t ; ~  ~,2~'~,~,~aI  Rentals put together a came to town and knock- 
two-straight effort to beat ed off All Seasons Expose 
out Thornhill Pub in the in two straight for their 
Westpolnt Rentals won the District 13 Senior "B" men's ale-pitch softball playoff against Thomhllf Pub on June 28. 
LADIES WIND UP SOFTBALL SEASON 
TERRACE - -  The Ter- 
race Ladies Sof tba l l  
~league came to an end on 
the June 27 weekend with 
a two.day, 14-game wind- 
up tournament at Skeena- 
view and Northwest Col- 
lege diamonds. 
Pizza Patio came out as 
champions by winning 
three out o f  four of their 
round-robin games, then 
knocking off Tilden 29-1 I: 
: Interested In helping the Scouts or Gid Guides, or the 
"'community? Short on time, but still interest0d?'The B.P. 
Guild will help you help, without necessarily tilting your 
calendar. If you don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can stilr help Scouts through the Guild, or if 
you wished you had gone into Scouting, the Guild can get 
you helping with Scoutingeyents~ Foe more information, 
contact Finn Larsen at 638.z1~77. 
Terrace Association for C0~munlty Living needs ad- 
vocates for handicapped people .living .in Terrace. For 
more Information please "phbne J~nide. at 635-9322 or 
Carol-Ann at 635-3940. 
I I I . . . . . . . .  I 
in the semi-finals and edg- 
ing Golden Razor 20-19 in 
the final. The Razor gels 
also won three and lost 
one inround-robin. 
Golden Razor beat out 
Donna's Cut and Curl 9-7 
in the other semi-final. In 
the consolat ion final, 
Donna's whipped Tilden 
25-5. 
, In other round-robin 
standings, Donna's had 
two wins and two losses, 
while Tilden and Shear 
Magic each won one and 
lost three. Tilden gained a
berth in the playoffs by 
recording a win overShear 
Magic in round.robin. 
All scores can be found 
in this week's scoreboard. 
Thornhill 
Grocery & Meat Market  
?\G~\G S " ' . ..,.:, . : i! ~ 
• ., .~ i ~,~ 
~ 'O/~A/~O~ e
Here's a sample of 
the Take Out Food Menu 
There 's  much more  to  choose  f rom 
CHICKEN SNACK 
2 golden pieces of  chicken 
with taters ................. . ................................... •i:.~ ........... 3.10 `•. 
MOUNTAIN CHIL I  
Regular ................. ............................................................ i .... 75 
Large ..............................  ......................... . ....... ;............ 1.50 
CHICKEN ' NUGGETS 
6 Pieces ................................................................................. 2.40 
9 Pieces ..................... • .......................................................... 3.50 
20 Pieces ... .6.95 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
MOUNTAIN TATERS 
Regular .................................................................................... 95 
Large ............................................................................ , ...... 1.80 
Fish and Chip Dinner 
3 Pieces offish, chips .................................... ........................... 4 50 
Lottery Centre. Fresh Produce. Post Office 
Laundromat & Take.Out-Foods 
Thornhili Grocery& Meat Market 635-6624 
Open 7 Days a Week 8 a.m. to 11p.m. 
best-of-three senior 'B' 
men's slo-pitch softball 
iplayoff for the district 13 
~rep on June 28. 
In their •opener, West- 
point was down 5-4 going 
into the bottom of the 
seventh when they plated 
two runs to win 6,5. The 
second game wasn't even 
close as Westpoint:blank- 
ed the Pub Gang 12-0 
At the same time, Nor- 
best-of-three mixed play- 
,own. 
The first game went 9-3 
for Nordic, while game 
two was an 11-7 victory. 
• Westpoint heads for 
Kamloops Aug. 7"to 9 for 
provincial  senior 'B '  
finals. Nordic is off to 
Parksville at the same time 
for their •senior 'B' B.C.. 
finals. 
Soccer reps knocked Out ' 
Youth soccer teams from Terrace and Kitimat won't 
be continuin$ on to provincial 'B' level playdowns a t ,  
Kelowna next week. 
At the 40-team interior playoffs sponsored by Safe- 
way at Karnloops on the June 27 weekend, all : three o f  " 
the northwest entries uffered lopsided losses. < . . , . .  
The Terrace Kinettes Girls, aged I1 te l3 ,  were • 
bounced 13-0 by Williams Lake in their single,. 
elimination contest. : . . . . .  
Terrace All Seasons in fhe under-15 group managed 
to score a goal, but still came out on the short end of a 
10-1 score in their game against Kamloops. 
Kitimat's Parrott and Braid under-18 entryalso took 
it on the chin with an 8-0 loss to Kamloops. 
ij5th Annual 
• . . " , '  
Buffet Banquet *
& Fashion ShoW * 
Miss Terrace Contestants , 
Public Speaking Event 
Inn of the West * 
Saturday,  July 11, 1987 • 7:00 p.m. 
T ickets :  $20.00 per  person  (Full Buffet includedl) 
Available at MOHAWK, SHEFFIELD & SONS or at the do( 
"k 
~t 
lb . I • Crowning Night 
R.E.M. LEE Theatre 
It 
Saturday,  July 18, 1987.7 :00  p.m. 
Tickets:  $6.00 each * 
Available at MOHAWK, SHEFFIELD & SONS 
or at the door 
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Library cel,ebrates VOCALIST TOPERFORM 
=v, . .  , y' n* '-a'-n'versar- . . . .  TERRACE - - "Wor ldBaker  placed third in Australia, as wel las in 
,! "~ .:. !"renowned country music England as an In terna ,  Canada. 
~ singer, Carroll Baker will tional Female Country Ar -  . As a child Baker didn't 
• . be appearing in Terrace's tist in Country Music like country music, but 
by Judy Chrysler 
Terrace correspondent 
TERRACE --A party was 
thrown on July 1, 1987 by 
staff and library board 
members at the Terrace 
Public Library. The occa- 
sion was a celebration of 
the 20th anniversary. 
From 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
the library was open for 
service. Plus, it was a fine- 
free day. After the film, 
tion, at 3 p.m. 
Kind words were 
spoken by invited guests. 
The special guest was 
Mien van Heek, she was 
the  librarian in 1967 and 
a valued member of the 
team in 1967 that planned 
and built Terrace's Cen- 
tennial project - -  the 
library. 
Participants in the 
festivities then moved out- 
side for .free cake, ice 
cream, juice and iced tea 
on the lawn in the shade. 
It was splendid to have a 
fine free cake at the 
library on the fine free 
day, July 1, 1987. 
The day  wrapped up 
with puppet shows by. 
Gillian Campbell. A.cool 
enthusiastic audience en- 
joyed two shows, Rump.el, 
stiltskin and Mr. Miacca. 
REM Lee Theatre 
• Tuesday, July !4.  
I 
on 
by Philip Musselman 
Bak~eP~ album "Hymns 
of ,Gold":  has earned a 
uum Kecortl in  Australia 
and a Platinum Record in 
Canada. This interna- 
• tionally known Star: is the 
recipient of many outstan- 
ding awards including 
"International Album of 
the Year" for "Hymns of 
Gold". . , , 
Round,Up 's  annua l  
readers'poll. The artist 
has  beefi-described as 
she found that she grew 
out of  rock and roll only 
to grow into country, 
Baker began hei" profes- 
Warm with an  earthy sional career at the age o f  
energy. ' " ' 19; under the encourage. 
.:Baker's work has earn--ment of lier husband J01in 
ed her every major Coun- Beaulieu. : : 
try Award in Canada, and Carroll Baker will pcr- 
shehas gone on to become form in the REM Lee 
the country's undisputed Theatre, starting at 8 p.m. 
Queen of Country Music. on  July 14. Advance 
With two p lat inumand tickets are $12.50 and are; 
three gold records, : Baker available at Sight and 
has established herself in ; SOund; •tickets at the door 
England,• Nashville, and will be .~! 5. 
Also, the winners'of the 
Helicopter Canada, (1967) bookmark contest were 
was screened in the cool announced during the 
basement, ceremonies ceremonies. • Al l  entries 
were held up in the can be viewed at  the 
magazine and music sec- library. 
TEAM TO STOP 
TERRACE - -  The three- 
member Special Waste 
Advisory Committee ap- 
pointed to study methods 
of dealing with hazardous 
wastes will hold an open 
house at the Inn of the 
West July 13 from 4 p.m. 
to 8 p.m. 
The committee was 
struck in February by 
former Environment Min- 
ister Stephen Rogers to 
study the extent of hazar- 
dous waste contamination 
in the B.C. environment 
• and report to cabinet on 
proposals for safely 
disposing of dangerous 
also invited written briefs. 
Committee secretary 
Juliana Pasko said• a 
lunchtime meeting with 
Terrace council members 
is scheduled for the day of 
the open house; but the  
committee has received no 
written briefs or other ex- 
pressions of interest from 
the Northwest. Bob Mar- 
cellin, assistant adminis- 
trator for the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District, 
indicated regional district 
representatives will be pre- 
sent at the open house. 
The B.C. government 
estimates that approx- 
material. :imately 70;000 .tons of 
Terrace will be ,.one Of:,. :~pccial wast es,:,,p term~jn- 
11 sites where the commit- ; :~ludiiig ~expiosive,:"::/~i~;. 
Wa side , 
Serv ice  (1968)L  • 
YOUR HARLEY-DAVIDSON DEALER in SMITHERS 
" '847-5473 , : 
Highway 16 West Smithers 
For PARTS- SALES and SERVICE 
CHUDCH DI.DECTOI Y 
saCred Heart 
~ Catholic :Church 
tee will hold meetings to 
gather information 
the public and hear con- 
cerns. The committee has 
reactive and inflammable 
from substances, are created in 
the province every yeai'. 
continued on Page 23 
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No veh ic le?  - 
GROCERY PICKUP 
• From hfeway 
1:30 & 5:00 PM dally 
plus 8:30 PM Thur8 & Fr 
Do you. have problems. With picking up prescrip.. 
tions, groceries, appliances or-anything else? For 
all your. moving and delivery needs, phone, for ex- 
perlenced and speedy 
ONLY$4 00 
FREE TO SENIORS... 
only through Chimo 
& $afeway; 
638-8530 
Chimo Delivery_,_! 
Mass Times: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Pastor: 
Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
O.M.I; 
/ , -  
4830 Straume Avenue 635.2313 
Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly ' 
Early Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
MomingSendce: 
1.1:15 a.m. 
Pastor:. 
• - . John Caplin 
Assoc. Pastor: • 
Len Froese 
Evening Service 
7:00 p.m. 
3511 Eby Street 635-2434 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:45 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 
7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call .•_ 
Motor 
Inn 
This week's 
feature: 
I 
Outstanding 
Entertainment 
nightly! 
I l l l  Illl. 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6480 
. °  
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m; 
Youth Group: 
.6:30 p.m. 
Minister: 
s tan  Bailey 
4907 l:azelle Ave. 635-6014 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a,m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
Pastors: 
Jim Westman 
Bob Shatford 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 635-5115 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Episcopal Church I 
Sunday Services: 
10 a.m. up to and 
including Sept. 6,1987 
Rector Rev.: 
Canon L. Stephens 
Te1.:635-5855 
4726 Lazelle Ave 635,90191 
I Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist " " ChurCh " -- 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday :9:30 a.m. 
, Divine.Se#vlce: 
Saturday 1 l:00a.m. 
3306 Griffiths 
Pastor: 
Ed Sukow - -  636,7642 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635-3232 
The; Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Ass*t Pastor: 
9:45a.m. S. Coutts 
Divine Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
Fellowship Service: : All are cordially invited 
6:30 p.m. ,,~ ..... ,., 
Youth Ministries, HdmeBible Studies,  Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue •> 635-7727 
Christ Lutheran Church 
,Sunday School and 
Adult Class: 
l . 9:45 a.m. " Sunday Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
Pastor Rev.: 
Michael R. Bergman 
• f . ,  
3229 Sparks Street 635-5.520 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor: 
11 a.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys --635-2621 
Vacation Bible School 
This summer from July 13-17 
3602 Sparks 635-6173 
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zne J m  747 ,squMron of the Air Cadets were recently featured In a mini parade along with 
some hlstonc automobiles. The event was held in conjunction with a farewell ceremony which 
was held for the DC-3 aircraft at the TerracelKItimat Airport. The plane was recently named 
"$pldt of the Skeena" through CJFW-FM'e "Name that Plane" contest. 
'. Pat Hall (rlght).recently ed themlnl parade held at the Flying Club at the TerracelKItimat Airport. 
The Parade washeld in conjunction with a gathering of residents who wished to pay respects to 
the DC-3 aircraft which Is beingmoved to the Historical Transportation Museum in Cloverdale. 
Old model cars and the Terrace 747 Squadron Air Cadets were also featured in the parade. 
FAREWELLCEREMONIES ,IELDFOR DC.3 - . . .  
TERRACE- -Members  of 
-the :Friends of .the DC-3 
organization recenty held 
a farewell ceremony in 
order to bid bon voyage to 
a historical aircraft. 
The DC-3, once known 
as "Our Lady", received a 
new name thanks to 
Thomas Wardrope of 
Prince Rupert.. 
Wardrope was the Win- 
ner of CJFW,s "Name 
that Plane" contest. His 
suggestion, "Spirit of the 
Skeena", earned him a 
free trip to Vancouver 
courtesy of Canadian Air- 
lines International nd the 
Sandman Inn. The second 
'and third prize winners 
were Sandy Furess and 
Sue Eldridge, who came 
very close to the winning 
name but had variations. 
A mini-parade con- 
sisting of piper Pat Hall, 
the 747 Squadron Air  
Cadets, and antique auto- 
mobiles was held to help.. 
• .Airport to get rep,airs 
TERRACE - -  Tenders 
have been called for exten- 
sive .work on the  infra, 
structure o f  the Terrace, 
Kitimat Airport. The pro- 
ject-" ~will ..include paving, 
exterior l ighting and 
sewer lines. 
Terrace Airport man- 
ager Darryl Laurent .~aid 
recently the  work will 
combine upgrading and 
new expansion. Water and 
sewer lines, more than 
rel~,~cement of water and 1,000 meters of each, that 
TRADE ..FAIR SET 
'TERRACE - -  In order to 
make Terrace residents 
more aware of the scope 
and variety, of products 
manufactured _by local 
companies, the City of 
Terrace is currently in the 
process o f  organizing a 
"Made in Terrace" trade 
fair. 
,City :Director Rob 
Greno said recent ly ,  
"There are a lot of small 
manufacturers in this area 
who should •be given the 
Opportunity to get some 
exposure." 
Examples of locally 
manufactured  goods 
Greno said may be pro- 
meted in the trade fair in- 
cluded decorative brick 
and concrete products, 
custom fabricated steel 
and metal items. 
The "Made in Terrace" 
trade fa i r  is tentatively 
scheduled for the third 
week in September inthe 
Skeena Mall. A slate of 
exhibitors is still being 
developed., 
were laid when the airport 
was built during World 
War II will be replaced 
along .with septic tanks 
.and absorption fields. 
Roads and parking areas 
around the terminal will 
be paved and .:str.eet- 
lighting will be upgraded 
and extended further 
down the access road.. 
Laurent said the new 
systems will be designed to 
accommodate the possible 
construction of a new 
combined" services build- 
ing at the airport, a pro- 
ject being, discussed for 
next year that hasn't yet 
been confirmed by Trans- 
port Canada. The present 
work will also extend 
sewer and water service 
west of the airport 
firehall. 
Deadline for tenders is 
July 15. 
celebrate the plane's trip The plane will now 
to Cloverdaie. travel to the Historic 
The Spirit of  the Skeena Transportation Museum 
was christened by Miss in Cloverdale to be 
Terrace as spectators were restored and known °to. 
informed of the history visitors as the Spirit of the 
and the future of  the air- Skeena. 
craft. After the ceremonies a 
fire simulation drill was 
held by the airport  
firecrew. Approximately 
1000 gallons of fuel was 
set ablaze, and quickly ex- 
tinguished by state of the  
art f i re  fighting equip- 
ment. 
"No~ C~,W aline" 
Proudly Presents 
ARROLL 
BAKER 
In Concert 
R.E.M, LEE THEATRE 
Tuesday, July 14 --  8:00 p.m. 
Tickets: $12.50 advance 
$15.00 at the door 
Available at 
B 
It  
# 
I 
, 
! 
t 
os,~(es¢c) 
*Available 
With wraparound 
handles 
0O 
• . . . . . . .  
Sight & Sound Avarlable at . . .  
Terrai:e and Kltimat locations. 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
)J , SALES . LTD, 
4441Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 635"6384 
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oars unen-wmg, lU, ('eft)and Inness Campbell, 16, of Terrace, students at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School, recently flew to Quebec to a college for immersion French for four weeks. 
The college-Saint-Charles.Gamier is the oldest French Institution in North America, founded 
In 1635. This college has been offering language programs for 20 years. The summer course is 
for students between 15 and 18 years of age. The two pupils will stay with the family of M. 
Jean Louis Martel in Loetteville, a suburb of Quebec City, for the four weeks of classes and ac- 
• tivities. Classes are held from 9 a.m. to 12 noon weekdays. Afternoons and weekends are filled 
with a variety of Sporting, social, cultural, historical and other activities organized under the 
direction of experienced "animators". The two students were enthusiastic about their trip to 
the "other side of Canada". The college also offers a six week french Immersion program in 
the summer. 
PFo j e.ct 
.+ -I.II ll3+,A .,11 i: i 
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The recent Kinsmen project, "Hug-A-Tree" and survive, Is not limited toyoungsters. Ken 
Snyder, chairman of the project, said, "It's for adults too." If a person is lost - -  Hug.a-Tree and 
walt for help. Don't try to run, by staying in one place the child or adult is found more quickly, said 
Snyder. Photo  by  Den ia l s  Berqu la t ,  
\ 
Terrace Contflbutor 
TERRACE-  What do Brophy each of these 
the unborn have in corn- groups is atr isk in our. 
mon with seniors or with culture. "Society increas- 
children at the Child ingly measures individual- 
Development Centre? worth in relation to his or 
Hike raises funds 
by Pare Whitaker According to -Terrace her ability to be produc- 
Pro-Life president Isobel tive,"shesaid. 
"Out of ,>, respect for 
leotml_ erophy (left) presents a cheqUe In the amount of $1,000 
Imm Terrace Pro-Ufe to Margaret Dndlluke of the Tenace Child 
Clmtre. The money was relied through the Hlke. 
for.Ufe campaign and will be ~ on I~mlng assistance 
mare  for Ihe ¢~r , '=  new ¢mnlmW, 
these individuals and their 
right to develop fully their 
potentials, we chose to 
rame- money for the •Ter- 
race Child Development 
Centre during our 'Hike 
For Life'." 
The hike" was held on 
Father's Day, June 21, 
and as well as fathers, 
mothers, grandparents, 
children and singles par- 
ticipated - -  about 50 in 
al l .  They began at 
Parks ide  Elementary 
School at 2 p.m. and in- 
corporated the Terrace 
Mountain Trail, coming 
out on theBirch Avenue 
bench. 
Groups straggled back 
to the starting place (pass- 
ing near Dairy Queen) by 
5 p.m. where a wind-up 
picnic was held. 
The hikc-a-thon raised 
$1,(X)0 for the Terrace 
Child Development Cert. 
tre, a health and education 
treatment centre for 
children with neurological 
impairment, orthopedic 
problems or behavior and 
learning problems.' • 
Leg on 
meeting 
of 1929 
recalled 
TERRACE - -  The Tar: 
race branch of the Royal 
Canadian Legion has 
through its years done a 
great deal of services for 
the community, and has 
lasted throughout the 
city's sixtyyear heritage 
which is being celebrated 
this year. 
A Legion meeting held 
in 1927 was reported as 
well attended. The presi- 
dent, L. H. Kenney 
chairedthe meeting which 
took place on December 
30 that year at 8 p.m.; and 
the first topic which came 
up was the acceptance of 
an invitation from the 
Native Sons o f  Canada to 
attend a social gathering. 
A second order of 
business called for the 
auditor to make a presen- 
tation on the performance 
of the group over the past 
year. The report was satis- 
factory, so the meeting 
moved on toe  decision to 
reduce the membership fee 
from $5 to $3. 
The meeting was then 
concluded as the members 
passed a vote of thanks to 
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Frost 
who had helped the organ- 
ization during previous 
year. 
Vets 
win 40 
year  
batt le • 
by Dale Greenwood 
Terrace contributor 
After battling for 40 
years, war veterans have 
finally won the right to go 
• direct to chiropractors for 
treatment, and have costs 
covered by the Depart- 
ment of Veterans Affairs. 
Previously, veterans 
were frustrated by a 
Catch-22 rule saying they 
had to be referred. 
Both veterans and chi- 
ropractors welcome the 
change. Anthony Stacey, 
national President of the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
said he is pleased the move 
had been made, and noted 
the campaign had been go- 
.. ing on since 1947. 
In that year, at the first 
post-war Domin ion  
conference of the Legion 
in S~katoon, a delegation 
of ex-servicemen who 
were chiropractors won 
Legion support for direct 
access. 
Short Campaigns 
British election campaigns are 
limited by law to about three 
wee~, says National Geographic. 
have a drop-in centre for you. Everyon'eiswe/come~'We, re
open from 8:30 a.m.• to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
Children maystay a maximum of 3 hours a dayand must 
bring their own snack. Rates can be adjusted for 2 week 
periods. For more Information call 838-0703 or after July 6 
call 638-0061.3312 Sparks Avenue. " 
July 6.17 - -  Terrace Parks and Recreation is sponsoring 
a Dance and Movement workshbp for 8- 12 year olds with 
Judy.Anne Wilson instructing on Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays at the Terrace Arena Banquet Room. Register • 
at the Terrace Parks and Recreation Office In the Terrace 
Arena. A workshop for 12 - 18 year olds will run from July 
20 -J uly 31. For more information call 638.1174. 
Monday; July 6 --. and running all summer Terrace Parks 
and Recreation is sponsoring Summer Fitness Classes 
from 6.- 6:45 a.m., 9 - 10 a.m. and 5 - 6 p.m. Mondays, 
Wednesdaysand Fridays; and 9:15 - 10:15 a.m. and 7 - B' 
p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays at the Terrace Arena Ban- 
quet Room. Register at the Terrace Parks and Recreation 
.Office In the Terrace Arena. For more Information call 
638-1174. 
Thursday, July g - -  There will be a Special Meeting of the 
Skeena Valley Golf Society held at the Club House at 8 
p.m. Items of business will be: the sale of the Club.owned 
trailor and the building of a Club storage unit. All cer. 
tificate holders please attend. 
July 13 to 17 - -  Vacation Bible School will be held at the 
Terrace Christian Reformed Church, 3602 Sparks Avenue, 
from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon, for ages 5 thro~ugh 12. Songs, 
Bible stories, crafts, r refreshments. To pre-register call 
635-4381. 
July13 to 17 - -  The Terrace Parks and Recreation Dept. is 
offering tennis lessons for teens 16 and up and adults, 
Mondayto Fddayfrom 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the Kalum 
Street Courts. Lessons for 11 - 13 year olds will be offered 
from 9 - 11 a.m. Register at the Terrace Parks and Recrea. 
tlon office in the Arena. For more information call 
638.1174. 
July 13 to 31-  Session 1 of the Terrace Little Theatre 
Summer School. Classes as follows: 9 a.m. to 12 noon - -  
ages 6 to 10 years; t2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. - -  ages 11 to 14 
years. Clases are limited, so register now for guaranteed 
spacel For further into. phone (evenings): Merw~-  
635-9717 or Tonee - -  638-8378. 
, J  
Wednesday,~ July 15 - -  The•Women and Development 
Group will be meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Centre, 4542 Park Avenue. Information, pictures and 
slides of our Match Group In LaEsperanza, "Peru will be 
shared. Everyone welcome. For more Information, call 
Frances at 635-2436. 
Tuesday, July 21 - -  Prepared Childbirth: a labor of love. 
• Summer 1987 series starts on July 21. An 11 week course 
for expectant mothers and their:support persons. Many 
films, handouts, discussions, large lending library. 
Tuesdays 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Call 635.2942 to register. Limited 
to 6 couples. 
Fddey, July 31 - -  The Terrace Oldtlmers' Reunion annual 
banquet will be held at the Terrace Hotel Banquet Room. 
Social hour 6 to 6 p.m. Dinner 7 p.m. All Terrace residents 
prior to 1958 eligible; Please purchase tickets soon while 
still available at Rose's Shop, Terrace Drugs and Grace 
Fell Flowers. For further Information call Aileen at 
635-2305 or Julia at 635-5205. 
August 10 t0 August 28 - -  Session 2 of the Terrace Elttle 
Theatre Summer School. Classes as follows: 9 a.m. to-12 
noon - -  ages 6 to 10 years; 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. - -  ages 
11 to 14 years. Classes are limited, so register now for 
guaranteed spacel For further Into. phone (evenings): 
,.Merry - -  635-9717 or Tones " 038-8378. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT Hotllne. Your Travel Inforcentre 
Counsellor is Just a telephone call away. When you need 
some answers on planning your holiday trip or what to do 
with visitors, call the HOWDOYOUDOIT Hotllne for some 
HOWTODOIT help at 635.2063. 
Monteuorl Children's House Pre-sehool is taking 
registration for September 1987. Classes run from 9 a.m. 
to 11:45 a.m. Call Tfacle at 638-0703 or after July 5 Call 
638-0061. 
Montassorl Children's House PreSchool is taking names 
of children Interested In starting an afternoon class. If you 
are Interested call 638-0703. 
Hedtage Pink Is open seven days a week from 10 a.m. to 8 
p.m. Tours are 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. • For more Informs. 
tlon, call 635-4546 or 635-2508. 
A Flea Ms=tot will be held at the Oddfellows Halli 3222 
Munroe, Terrace, on the 3rd Saturday of. every month from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Call 635-3995 for further information. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre will be offering a' 
"Baby Saver" course on first aid, CPR, choking, etc., for 
Infants to children 8 years of age. Please call Candy or Pat 
at the Centre, 838-0228 to register as class Size Is limited. 
Classes will be held Monday evenings from 7 to 10 p.m. 
Alanon  and Neteen Family Groups  - -  Meetings for 
friends and relatives of alcoholics. The Alanon meetings 
are held On Monday and Thursday at 8 p.m. Please note 
that the Thursday meeting Is a non.smoking gathering. 
The Alateen meetings are held on Wednesday at 7i30 p.m. 
All meetings are In the conference rooms on the 
Psychiatric ward at Mills Memorial Hospital. For further 
into. call Kay at 638-1291, Marllyn at 635-3545, or FranCes 
'at 635-2436. 
Kmmode Knit Wits, a club for all persons Interested In fur- 
therlng machine knitting. Regular monthly meetings will 
be hem on the 2nd Tuesday at noon and the 4th Thursday 
at 7:30 p,m. For further Information call Audrey at 
638-1335, Jan at 635-7517 or Nancy at 635-5319. Everyone 
welcome. 
by Alien Wootton 
Terrace Contfibuior . 
TERRACE --During July we should be able to see a lot 
of the Sun. For this reason, I will concentrate on the 
Sun for this month's article. 
For anastronomical objectl, the Sun is quite close to 
us (only 150 million kin away). Light, which travels a t  
the incredible rate of 300,000 km each second, takes just 
over 8 minutes to travelthis distance. For comparison, 
light from the •next nearest star to the Earth,:Proximal 
Centauri, takes 4.2 years to arrive. ' 
There is nothing to indicate that the Sun is anything 
other than a typical, and very av.erage, star. About 75 
percent of its huge mass is the •element hydrogen. The 
rest is mainly the element helium with less than I Percent 
being composed of oxygen, carbon, and other elenients. 
All this mass is contained in a ball that is about 1 .4  
million kilometres :acrOss and  about 6.000 degrees 
celsius at the surface. ~. ' ' " 
Other stars are'much too far away for usto be able to 
see :their surface features. It is Possible, however, to see 
features of theSun:and I have included a photo that 
shows some of them: 
The photo is one of a series I took a few years ago 
over a period of about a month. If you look carefully 
you will notice that the edge is quite •well defined and 
that he edge is dimmer than the centre. The sharp, well 
defined edge is surprising if you think of the Sun as just 
being a glowing ball of gas; then you:might expect he 
light to trail off gradually instead of forming a well 
defined, boundary. That the boundary isrelatively Sharp 
and indicates that the light from the Sun comes from 
~luitea~thin layer heaL'; the surface: This laye r~is ~alled: 
the photosphere. The dimmer edge occurs because light 
from that region has to travel through more of  the 
cooler outer atmosphere of the Sun and more of the 
light is lost to us. 
You can also clearly see sunspots on: the photo. 
Sunspots have been known since:antiquity although 
through much of European history their existence was 
ignored for it was assumedlthat the Sun must be a 
"perfect" sphere with no blemishes of any kind. Now 
sunspots are knownto beco01er regions on the: Sun,s 
s,rface.. Sunspot emperatures a re  about 4000 degrees 
celsius-- still very Warm---and:while they look small 
their aVeragesize isab0ut 0,000:kmindiameter (about 
the size•of the Earth) and large ones Of up to 150,000 krn 
diameter have been recorded:: As well, sunspots are 
regions Of unusually high magnetic field, many 
I [ 
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destroy our eyesight. You must look only at the Sun's 
image that is formed on the cardboard screen behind the ' 
binoculars. Note that one lens of the binoculars is 
covered with cardboard soas to make only one imageso 
It is•thought that sunspots result from the interaction that there is a~region of shadow behind the binoculars.: 
of •convection currents below the Surface of the Sun and The Camera tripod just allows you to aim the binoculars 
magnetic fields that result from its rotation. Because of 'at the Sun. •: " 
this interaction, material from b~low the surface is fore- I hope you have a chance to look at the Sun. You 
ed up to form the sunspot.. This material is cooler might enjoy trying to find how long it takes to makeone! r 
because of its high magnetic field and low gas density. • rotation by following the movement of a sunspot, 
Sunspots appear in cycles of about i 1 years in length. Please be very careful with any apparatus you•Use for • 
Atthe startofa cycle there area few sunspots and they viewing the Sun, however. Have a good monthi ~ii~;~;~i~:_~ .........:; ;~ 
appear some distance ither side of the • Sun's equator. . ~' •' ~ 
Later in the cycle there will be a lot of sunspots nearer ~ 
the equator. Towards the end'of the cycle there are few 
sunspots and they will be very near the equator. When I
took thepicture it was near the height• of the current 
sunspot • cycle. NOW it is near. the end of the same cycle 
so there are few sunspots. Using the apparatus shown in 
the pictures, I was able to see on,  large on6: a few'days• 
ago, however. - . . . .  : • , , , , , 
The apparatus I used is safe:as long as you do not 
look at the sun through the binoculars. To do so would: 
• : . 
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AWAR.DS PRE[SENTED ! PnO.N IA-STUDENTS 
. • ~ . , .  
ce'n'; s . . . .  v,,,,=,,~,,,,.. au===u.Q,ng =maem Awaras presented by Caledonia principal William Sturn (left) at the school's re- 
Awards Ceremony, went to Jorge Marques, Lucas Eades, and Bao-Tam Diep (right). Accepting on behalf of Jorge and 
Lucas, both absent on summer commitments, were Mrs. Marques and John Eades. The award is sponsored by the Terrace 
District Teachers' Association. • 
At the recent Caledonia Awards Ceremony Sara VaaI,Henke 
received a commemorative plaque • from Terrace R.C.M.P. Cst. 
Ewen Harvle for her work with "Students in Action", a pr0Jeci 
to det, er Drunk Driving . . . . .  
Sandra Adams received congratulations, at the recent 
Awards Ceremony, from Caledonia principal William Sturn 
for her achievement in earning both the Governor-General's 
bronze metal, Caledonla's highest Academic award, and a 
$1,000 scholarship from the Terrace and District Teachers' 
Association. 
Caledonia Music Instructor Shella French (!eft) presented 
Alice Sluys with the Jim Ryan Award for the Most Outstanding 
Music Student at the school's Annual Awards Ceremony. 
The Rotary Shield for Social Responsibility and School 
Citizenship, sponsored by the Terrace Rotary Club, was given 
to Mlchelle Taylor by Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
principal William Sturn during the school's recent Awards 
Ceremony. 
Ken Veldman received ~ congratulations from p~incipal ' 
W!lllam Sturn at Caledonia's recent Awards Ceremony for his 
designation as the school's Outstanding Arts and Science 
Student of the year. • • 
The Final Event of the school year for students Of Terrace's 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School was the Eighteenth An- 
nual Awards Ceremony. Faculty, staff and community 
organizations gave recognition to students for outstanding 
achievement in nearly every aspect of school activity. 
Students  .... ,i- " 
. , [. 
. a b o u , .  . . . .  
l ocat  " 
V ~ geL  t.... 
TERRACE"  The motto, 
Christian Education~ is 
Choice Education, i~; de -  
picted at. 'Centennial  
Christian School through 
curriculum whi'(~h advises 
youngsters of. their res- 
ponsibilities as, Christians 
• to their communitY; .The 
Six and seven graders 
recently studied the City 
of Terrace. 
• "by DanieleBerquist "
Home room teacher for 
Grade 6/7 and principal, 
Frank Voogd, said, the 
-social studies project;in- 
volved many houis o f i~ .  
dividual ~ and class work. 
Students pent countless 
ltours visit ing var ious 
public organizationS and 
institutions, ~:related' to 
1 
• ... ,~  i 
I~£, " 
'71 
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¢ 
things can,)ust goon, on ics such as, What is a city, 
the. Iown. 'r. ' . . . .  " Local History,  Busi- .also/had the opportunity ment fascinating", Said 
.to hike up TerraCe M0un- Voogd. The group of 
.ooga aoae(1 it is ira; 'ness/Industry, F-~iucatiolti :~ tam . . . .  . .. "Other~ than enJoy-" youngsters also studted 
~ .rtant for Christians to Family" and Social Life, !n.g the physi~iaspec~ = o f  ,the various newscasts pro- 
be revolved m the decis-Faith-place of the church hiking, students had the ~ vided bythe local media 
i~n-making within their ci- and the community and 0pportunity.to see What and what effect these had 
:Y~'I !.: • 
one's:- responsibili/y, to- :,...~:~:~.~ : : :~ : :~,~,~=u~~,~:~ == ~ ~ ~ ,  , ~  
wards •,: the community.  t . :~ ~"  ." ::~::">¢~:"~ :~:i .~:::~i~:::~!"~':~::::~:=<~::! !" ' '~:"~': :~ : . ::: ; ' . ~ : : ~ ~ ' ~ . " ~ ' : ~ ' ~ : ' : :  . . . . . . . .  !?:~ - . . . : '~  .. "-i..:'~ ~ ' : ,~  " :~%~.~:= ~"~..C'..~./~, ~: '. " "  " .. . . . . .  • 
"The bible is very precise'" F~:~:~~~::~.~.~ ..... ~ '~" : : *~  ~ '~: ':~ ~:~:~: :~:  ~ ~ ; ~  ~:  ~ ' ~ ' ~  ........ : "~" :~ :=~' :  i ~ : ~ " : : ~ : ~ : ~ ' ~ ' ~ ~  ......... . . . .  '~:~' . . . . . .  ' * :  :~ 
. , < .......... .~ ........... . ,  ~ . . . .~>~, .~=. :~.~, : .~  : . . . . .  . ~:.,,~...,: . : , .  . . . . . .  . . 
as ;to the ,role of a Chris- . . . .  GraCes 6 at,6 7 students, under the direction of teacher Frank Voogd,recently studied the City of Terrace for Social Studies at Centennial Chrlstfan 
t ian and citizen within a ~ .  : School Participants In the project were: front row, left to right; Caroline PiJl, Jody McMurray, Emily Henderson, Anthony Roodzant, Bao Long.Disp, ( ( ,~  
city,,' Voogd said. "One ~r~i~ •Jason Shatford, Wilf Hlgglnson,-Ken PiJI: second row, left to right; Rebecca Van Hork, Shannon Hamhuls, Carmen Koch, Debble Wlebenga, Colin 
cannot separate himself ~, i ,Vander Ploeg, Mr.. Frank Voogd:. third row, left to right; Kyla Vander Ploeg, Tanya Veldman, Edward Westerhof, _Rnn__ Van Diep. 
from. society, and:: say. iod students : covered top ~' -Voogd said students students found this assign- studies, project, students Our city is avery impor- 
on citizens of Terrace..i 
In closing• of the social 
were asked to make an ar- 
tistic presentation of Ter- 
race in the future and a 
written description as 
well. 
tant part of our life..We 
have to take care of it and 
be careful of what we  do 
with oar city. Our religion 
or xion-religion affeCts 
' . what we do and  what 
:: Jody McMurray, odd6f::~ others:think of us and our 
the students involved, said ' city. - 
ty,. the ~¢rvic¢ indus t~ as it' future ' ~ S ;  . . ~~: . / :~ : i~ i~:  ::.*...,'" 
well as the helpirig aspect Voogd said questions • 
o f  various organizations, asked ~of the students 
CAPTURE THE FLAG .. - 
• . A D IV IS ION OF  PLAT INO INVESTMENT LTD,  , 
• The recreational Commando Game.  A Game of  Fun  
• Now in Terrace on 240 acres of Wilderness 
"- : .  L . Located 9.2 km North of Terrace • ~, 
. , • . . , 
: .  Open every Saturday & Sunday il i 
' ' " :  ( f rom 9:00 a.m. to  dusk • 
' ~-A, Private Bookings available . . . .  
• (week ni.ahts at reduced rates~ ' , ' " 
!Terracelooks like from up 
top". Sketch work of the 
city along with maps were 
also produced bythe stu- 
dents, said Voogd. Old 
timers were asked to share 
their ~experiences and dis- 
coveries with youngsters. 
One of the more inter- 
esting aspects of the pro- 
ject was sitting in on a city 
counci l  meeting, "The 
covered a wide spectrum. 
Students .had a chance to 
share inseveral discussion 
periods, state What they 
liked or:disliked about 
large and small city cen- 
ires, depending upon the 
various communities they 
had Heed in. 
 g . ) ) 
* Rentals include full Camouflage Outfit, :~ 
Safety Equipment, Marking Pistol& Lunch 
Reservations recommended. Come one or a whole group. 
Visa Card accepted. For more infoi'mation call:• 
Vooged stated that if one 
is part of a city, you 
should  be.  responsible 
enough toknow how it • 
works, how :it rUns.. :and ' " 
how. it should .funCtion 
from the bible's point: of-. ~ 
view... 
During the six week'per- 
APPOINTMENT 
! ii ROYAL  
BANK,  
.. ., 
John/C. Wemyss has been appointed Royal Bank Area 
Manager for British Columbia: and • the Yukon, based in 
• Prince George. Mr. Wemyss nowhas responsibility for the 
bank's total northern operation including all senior com. 
mercial barking relationships. 
.Mr. Wemyss has been Regional Manager since 1977 and 
will continue in this role, supervising the 23 full-service 
branches in the Royal's northern network. Twenty of his 39 
years with the bank havebeen in northern British Colum- 
bia. . L . .  
• i 
Active in community affairs, Mr. Wemyss is currently Vice • 
Chairman of the B.C. ForestryAssociation, Northern Divi-. 
sion and Chairman of the CNIB for northern B.C. 
7/80  
I I II _ ~  
635-2441 
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Students who contributed books to Skeena Junior Secondary School recently, were served Ice 
• cream by teacher Greig Houlden (left) and library assistant Marilyn Sooles (right). 
...Skeena Studentshold 
successful book drive 
TERRACE - -  Students at Skeena Jr. have available, we should be able to pro- 
Secondary recently completed a Book vide material in every classroom for 
. Drive to collect books for Silent Reading 
next Fall. 
/Starting in September, students will 
spend fifteen minutes per day doing silent 
reading in class. For the first three weeks 
Of June, students collected books and 
' magazines in their English classes to pro- 
vide material for the new reading pro- 
gram. 
"The response was far beyond our ex- 
pectations," said Greig Houlden, English 
Department Head. "We had hoped for 
perhaps a couple of thousand items, but 
the final tally showed 5497 were collected! 
We wish to thank all the parents • and 
students who participated and con- 
tributed. With the number of items we 
students to read." 
The winning class in the Book Drive 
contest, which collected an average of 45 
items per student, was treated to a pizza 
lunch on the last day of classes. Other 
students who contributed items were 
treated to ice cream courtesy of the 
Skeena J r .  Secondary Library. Librarian 
Ray Walker and assistant Marilyn Soules 
deserve recognition for their organiza- 
tional efforts in the drive and the awar- 
ding of prizes. 
Oaniele Berquist 
photo,s . . . .  
Over 5000 books were collected recently by Skeena Junior Secondary when a drive was set to  
obtain books for the school's 15 minute silent reading period. 
Superhost program promotes 
positive attitudes 
TERRACE - -  Tourism is 
coiisidered an important 
industry by many people 
in the Community. Not on- 
ly do tourists bring money 
to the area, they also pass 
on good or bad exper- 
iences to their friends. 
• by Philip Musseiman 
• If a visitor to Terrace is 
treated well he or she may 
return, i o r  even recom- 
mend the ¢onumunity as a 
good tourist spot. It is im- 
portant fo r  residents to 
promote a friendly exam- 
ple, and to fee l  good 
about themselves and their 
local environment. 
Good comments about 
• any community can result 
in  investment by busi- 
nessmen or government 
agencies. 
The Superhost Program 
was designed to make 
workers in the hospitality 
industry friendly, helpful 
hosts; but the program 
can alSO be utilized by in- 
dividuals who just want to 
be more courteous. 
Giving cle~tr directions 
in a helpful manner can 
lead to another visit by a 
touring family, while not 
helping at all can con- 
tribute to ruining their 
whole trip, it's up to you. 
Your decision affects con- 
eepts about Terrace, you 
' , , . 
are a representative of 
Northwestern B .C .  ~. 
The Superhost Program 
• is rewarding in that it 
helps to improve attitudes 
in people. The idea of 
goodwill :becomes more 
important; and it,s a sure 
way to make a good im- 
pression. 
For more information 
cal l  on Superhost  
635-2063. 
! ne winning class.of the recent Skeena Junior.Secondary School book drive received a pizza 
lunch. Warren Wilson (right) and hispupils won the contest for having collected 45 books per 
student for the drive. 
Caledonia Grade 12 students recently graduated from school into either work experience or con. 
tinuatlon Of 'their education. Although this event Is cause for celebration, a reminder was 
transported to the Caledonia Senior Secondary School grounds prior to grad ceremonies in order 
to show concern over drinking driving. This vehlclewas damaged in a recent accident related to 
the celebration of Caledonla's graduation. The incident occurred on Kalum Lake Drive. 
Service 
pins 
awarded 
TERRACE Paul 
Axelson was pre- 
sented with a 25 year 
pin by School Board 
Trustee, Mrs. Nancy 
Orr, during an Em- 
ployee Recognition 
Evening. 
Axelson is Super- 
visor of Elementary 
Instruction with 
School District 88.' 
RIot 81mw was one of five 
employees recently awarded a 
25.year pin for his service to 
School District No. 88. Shaw Is 
principal of Casals Hall Ele- 
mentacy School In Terrace. 
Presentation was made by 
School Board Trustee, Mrs. 
Nancy On'. 
School Board Trustee, Nancy err, (left)presented Christine 
Eide, Principal of Parkside Elementary School in Terrace, 
with a 25 year pin for her years of dedication to the District.' 
ACTIVITIES PLANNED 
TERRACE --  Youth bet- 
ween the ages o f  12-18 
years of age are welcome 
to the following activities; ~
Teen Talk: A drop-in 
discussion group which 
has talks and videos on 
many subjects for youth. 
It's all there. 
Field Trips: Many in- 
teresting places... Come 
and see. 
Sports: Interested in 
having some games? Bring 
your triends and join ifi 
some fun. 
• For more information 
and to sign up phone 
635-2229. All Activities 
are free. 
Our aim is tO have a 
place with information for 
youth and activities that 
promote responsible ac- 
tion. - -  R.A.F.T. stands 
for Responsible Action 
For Teens). 
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. !-SKEENA".STUDENTS REC.EilVE AWARDS" , 
Selena Tank wels honored at 
the Skeena Junior High 
School's Awards Day in June 
by being named the Outstand- 
Ing Female Athlete of the year'. 
David ~ picked up 
more than half a dozen awards 
at Skeena Junior High•  
School's Awards Day. He was 
also named Outstanding Stu- 
dent for Grade 8. 
' • • NOrthwest  
ConsOl idated  
Supp ly  L td ,  
, Spa and Hot Tub  
Chemical Starter.  .... 
-.Paks. " ', 
. Pool and Spa:. ~..+, 
Test Kits , 
CHEMICALS 
HOT TUBS , POOLS 
5239 Kelth Ave., Terrace 635"7158 
The Skeena Junior High School Award for AII-rouncl Ex- 
cellence went to Jennifer Dow. 
Arnle Pelletler ploked~up a major honor when Skeena Junior 
High School held the Annual Awards Day late In June. Arnle 
was named the Outstanding Male Athlete of the year. - 
The number one grade 9 student for Skeena Junior High 
School this past year was Krista Soules. She picked up her 
award at Awards Day on June 25, 1987. 
Thornhill + 
Junior 
Secondary  
Schoo l  
Honor Roll 
TERRACE:  Fourth 
term criteria: 
Honor Rol l  = 18- 24 
points. Honorable Men' 
don= 17 points. A = 3; 
B 2LC+ = l;.C = O; 
C- = -1; no D's, .E's; or 
F's. Computer Science .is 
not considered in Honor 
Roll computations. ' • 
GRADE 8 
Honor Ro l l - -  James 
Stein,. Lynda Lukasser, 
Stiawn Munson, Margo 
Holosko, Carmeli ~ Cebu- 
liak, Carl Devost, Kyla 
Palallian 
Honorable Mention - -  
Nicole Collison, Marty 
Eisner, Cindy Hall 
GRADE 9 
Honor Roll - -M iche l le  
• Michaud, Suzanne Ban- 
The Grade 10 Outstanding 
Student Award for Skeena 
Junior High School went to 
Shelley Glesbrecht. She was 
presented with her trophy on 
Awards Day. • 
r 
ville, Elizabeth Mendes, 
Callie Swan, Ev  Hip, Bin- 
son  
Honorable Mention - -  
Daysun Wrubel 
GRADE 10' 
Honor Ro l l  .,-.. Scott 
Hansen, Jason. Rempel, 
Keith Fell. 
Honorable Mention -- .  
Charles Baverstock,Rose 
Lenser., Debbie Penner. 
• , + .  
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF 
KITIMAT--STIKINE NOTICE 
OF PUBLIC HEARING AND ' 
SYNOPSIS OF ~ PROPOSED 
REGULATIONS 
pursuant to Sections 957 and 769 of the 
Municipal Act 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Wednes- 
dayi July 22, 1987' at the Thomhlll Community Centre (:ornrnerlclng'at 
7:30 p.m., to receive representation from all persons who deem their 
interests to be affected by the proposed bylaw: 
1 "Regional Disirlct of Kltimat.Stikine ElectoralArea 'E' Zoning 
• Bylaw No. 194, 1983, Amendment Bylaw No. 257, 1987," 
In general terms, thepurpose of tllis bylaw is to redesignate on 
Schedule 'A' of the "Regional District of Kitlmat-Stikine Electoral 
Area 'E' Zoning Bylaw No; 194, 1983" those portions of Lot 26, Plan 
4542, D.L 37'0, BIk. B,I R.5, CID. from the RuM (Rural Industrial) 
zone to the M-1 (Light Industrial) and Rul (Rural Residential) zones 
as Indicated on the sketch below. ~+ 
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4:30 p,m., Monday,to Friday, except statutory holidays, commencing 
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. .Amazing Cork 
-Cork forests, on the Iberian 
Peninsula produce about 80 per- 
cent of the Worid'~ annual Supply 
of more than 200,000 tons. Most 
Terrace Rev iew - -  Wednesday; July 8,. 1987 21 
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BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 70 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
Newspapers Association and reach more than 900,000 homes and a potential of two million readers. 
tugalPsqUalitY AlenejoC°rk c meSregion,from, whichPOr- $129, for 25 Words ($3, per each additional word) Call the Terrace Review at 635-7840 
:stretches outh 
toward the Algarve coast. 
Just after a harvest, the trees 
appear naked, theirbare trunks 
-a fiery red. Some people say the 
trees are blushing because they 
have lost their clothes. 
Cork is still harvested by hand 
because most of these oaks grow 
crooked. The hatchet must strike 
/he tree carefully; no new cork 
will grow if the vital inner layer 
of bark is damaged. 
Cork is so Versatile because 
it has a densely packed cellular 
structure. There are 150 million 
to 200 million • 14:sided cells in 
one cubic inch of natural cork. 
Halfbf cork's volume is air trap- 
ped within the cells, making it 
four times lighter than water. 
from~ L isbon '*  
AUTOMOTIVE  BOSINESS 
'87 F-2504x4's $269.1mo. 48 OPPORTUNITIES 
months; TP- $12,912.1-800- Wel l  established welding 
663-6933. DL 8196. • fabricating and steel sales 
Hundreds in ~ r  bu~;iness:In stable industrial 
immediate delivery. Easy town in Central B.C. Owner 
payment, nothing down retiring. ~More information, 
OAC. Buy or lease any Ford business "992-3308; l~hone 
"Iruck. Call Norm or Ted collect evenings 992-5806; • 
collect (604)294.4411. 992-2873. 
DL8105: 
TRIV IA :  - - -  
iii+i++iiiil 
+++++++++i+ ++++:+$i :+:+:+:.~ "::::::::::::::::•. . ....... 
Half of the Netherlands would 
be inundated twice daily were it 
not for-the (luhes and dikes along 
+its shores, . says National Gee- 
- .graphi6. 
Large Wings 
The world's largest ~ld swan, 
the trumpeter, 'has a wingspan of 
eight feet. 
Ford Trucks, Big or Small. 
We lease Or eeli them all. 
Easy payments, nothing 
down OAC. Call Wally or 
Ray collect (604)294-4411. 
Free delivery'. DL8105. 
Buy/Lease-any. gas, diesel 
car or truck+ new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre-appr0ved 
credit. Call collect 464-0271. 
D5231. • " -- 
~ n e w  car or 
truck made anywhere: Noth- 
ing Down O.A.C: Trades 
Welcome. Free Delivery. 
.Call ,Roy Carter Personally 
Collect 872-5162 Vancouver 
D.8064. , 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Family Business, cafe, store, 
2 gas pumps, !a/4 acres. 3 
bedroom mobile, 40 miles 
north of Karnloops, Hwy. 5. 
Information phone 1-672- 
5656 . . . . . .  
Rain Forest 
Tl~e largest surviving rain for- 
est in North America is the wil- 
derness along the Usumacinta 
River, on the troubled border be- 
tween Guatemala and Mexico. 
Postal 
Bakery For Sale. Excellent 
location. ,Reason for sale: 
other:  interests. Asking 
$.38r000.+P..hone 245-3548,~+ • 
Unique Boutique. Well es- 
tablished retail. Three busi- 
nesses in one: Merle Nor- 
man Cosmetics, Ladles 
Fashions, $1imtronic treat- 
ments: Grossing over 
$100~000 yearly. Unlimited 
potential. Phone 847-4431 or 
847-5650. 
For Sale or Lease all or 
ortion of 13,000 square ' 
utler Commercial+Building. 
Highway frontage, parking. 
Creston Valley, Ph. (604) 
428-5666 or (604)428-9634 
evenings: 
will delay the ratification. 
The vote~ i s  expected 
sometime in early August. 
Robert McGarry, na- 
tional president of the 
LCUC, reportedly stated 
after the tentaive agree- 
ment was confirmed that 
his union was able to 
knock down all conces- 
sions demanded by 
Canada Post. 
Canada Post public af- 
fairs spokesman Mike 
Bradshaw confirmed in an 
interview that postal af- 
fairs have returned'toner- 
real.- "It wasn't so much a 
strike as a series of job ac- 
tions," Bradshaw said in 
reference to the LCUC 
dispute. He noted that 
during the period of the 
strike the volume of mail 
moved amounted to 84 
percent of the volume 
recorded in the same 
period of  1986. 
cont luedf rom page ! 
"We're recommending ac- 
ceptance, and I don't 
• think there's going to be 
any problem with it," he 
said. 
During the course of the 
dispute about 100 letter 
carriers were either 
suspended or fired by 
Canada Post for actions 
related to behavior on 
picket lines. Steele said 
that situation "has been 
rectified", and he des- 
cribed the two suspensions 
that took place in District 
• IOas being "in hand". 
Steele said the terms of 
the contract offering are 
presently being printed 
and distributed to LCUC 
members. The union+s na- 
tional triennial convention 
will take place during the 
last week of July, and 
Steele indicated that event 
I I 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE BREAK, an Inter- 
denominational Bible study for women. FREE nursery for 
infants and toddlers. Children ages 3 to 5 will love 
Storyhour. Every Wednesday, 9:45.a.m. to 11 a.m. at the  
Christian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. No previous knowledge'expected; For more In- " 
formation or transportation, call Hilda at 635-7871 or Ruth 
at 635.2621. We look forward to'seeing youl 
- -  I 
Cottage Industry - Cedar: 
Products. 1.14 acres, shops 
& storage, 400 AMP S(Jr- 
vice. Stock, supplies, fork: 
lift, truck, car, industrial 
machinery & tools. 3 plus 
Bedroom house with 12' X 
42' addition, Electric/wood 
heat, six appliances. Serious 
enqui'.ries only.  (604)743- 
5746:collect. " : 
EDUCATIONAL L 
Vic tor ia  Ha i rdress l ,  ng 
School, 738 Fort Street, Vic- 
toria, B.C. V8W 1H2 now:' 
accepting applications for 
July and September classes. 
Also offerin~ refresher cour- 
.see • in havrdresging. Ask 
~b~!.financing. Phone 388- 
1400 graduates. Courses 
,ril, August & December. 
i rite Western  Canada 
School of Auctioneering, 
Box 687, Lacombe, Alta. 
• TOC 1S0. (403)782-6215. 
Evenings, (403)3;46-7916. 
Free: 1986 guide to 'study- 
at-home correspondence •
Diploma courses for presti- 
gious.++,+careers~ -+Accounting, 
' Airconditioning, Bookkeep- 
ing, Business Cosmetology, 
Electronics, LegallMedical 
Secretary, •Psychology,' Tra- 
Vel. Gran'toh, (1A) 1055 
West Georgia Street #2002, 
Vancouve L .1,-800-268-1121. •
Diploma correspondence. 
Free calendar. High School 
up-grading, accounting, 
management, administra- 
tion, secretarial, computers. 
Established 1964. National 
College, 444 Robson, Van- 
couver, 688:.4913, toll free 
11-800-387-12811 24 hours. 
The Terrace postal 
operations were directly 
affected by only one day 
of mail stoppage. Al- 
though replacement letter 
carriers were recruited, 
they weren't used because 
picketers outnumbered 
them by a large margin. 
EQUIPMENT AND 
MACHINERY 
Pacific Forklift Sales. Wes- 
tern Canada's•largest inde- 
pendent used forklift dealer. 
Dozens of good used elect- 
ric, gas, propane, diesel, 
4x4. Terry Simpson (604) 
533-5331 Eves (604)535- 
1381. : 
FOR SALE MISC.  
25' 4-Wheel E.Z. GO, 25 
4-Wheel T.Birds, 20 3- 
Wheel Westinghouse, all 
with chargers. Al l  runners 
as is, your pick, $995 each, 2 
or more, $895 each. Phone 
HELP WANTED 
Scragg Mill owner/operator 
required •for the '~LIIIooet 
area. Contact David "256- 
4133 or 256-7438. 
I 
Island Golf+Cars. 248-8111.: Vancouver, B.C. V6C-1G8. 
-ighting Fixtures. Western Journeymen mechanics re- 
Canada's . largest display, quired. Permanent employ- 
Wholesale and retail. Free ment, flat rate plus bonus 
Catalogues available.. Nor- with guarantee. +Ford exper- 
burn+Lighting Centre, +. 4600 lence preferred. Contact Jim 
East Hastings Street, Bur- Hansen, Hansen Lincoln 
naby, B.C. V5C 2K5,L.Phone Mercury, 10032.. 101 Ave., 
1-299-0666. ' Grands Prairie, Alta. 1-403- 
." " 538:40441 • p ~  - . _  
Greenhodse & Hydroponic Dates Galore. For all-'age~ 
equipment, supplies. Every- 'and unattached. Thousands 
thing you need. Best+ qual- of members anxious to meet 
ity, super low prices, you. Prestige Acquaintanc.. 
GreenhOuses $169:, HaHdes es; Call, Toll Free 1-800- 
$105. Over 3,000 products 
in stock! Send $2. for info 
pack & Free magazine to 
Western Water Farrhs, 1244 
Seymour St., Vancou- 
ver, B.C. V6B 3N9. 1-604- 
682~6636. 
Curved: glass, patio exten-. 
sions Starting at $1,050. 
Hobby greenhouses starting 
at $549. Full line of green- 
house accessories. Call B.C. 
Greenhouse Builders toll- 
free 1-800-242-0673 or write 
7425 Hedley Avenue, Bur- 
naby; B.C. V5E 2R1. 
HELPWANTED 
Housewives, Mothers and 
interested persons needed 
Immediately" to sell Toys and 
Gifts for National Home Par- 
ty Plan. No investment; del- 
iveries o r  money collection. 
Call (519)258-7905: 
OuL of Work? Train to be •an 
apartment/condo "manager. 
Quality for the many• lobs 
available to-R.M.T.I. .grad- 
uates. Phone '681-5456 or 
write 901 - 700 West Pender, 
Position available immed- 
iately for qualified small 
engine mechanic in beautiful 
Smithers, B.C. Write to Trac 
& Trail EqOipment, Box 
3100, Smithers; B.C. or 
p hone 847-9405.. 
A phone is 
all+you need 
to do.business 
with us. + 
We specialize in printing 
promotional Flyers 
(81/2 x 11 in, to 24 x 36 in .) 
Remember, the next time your 
business needs promotion, 
give us a call. 
[] Complete graphic art services 
[] Web offset & sheetfed printing 
[] Bundling & mailing services 
[] Specialized mail distribution 
Compare our prices! 
Call us today! 
I 
Close Up Business 
Services Ltd. Terrace B.C. 
Call: 635-7640 
263-6673. Hours: 9 a.m. to 7 
p.m. 
REAL E-~YAYE 
B~eautiful and productive 
farm must be sold for health 
reasons, don't miss this op- 
portunity to own one of the 
best at a reasonable: price:. 
963-7330. 
SERVICES 
ICB'C Personal Injury 
Claims? Carey Linde, Law- 
yer, 14 years, 1650 Duran- 
leau, Vancouver. Phone col- 
lect 0-684-7798 for Free How 
to Information: ICBC Clai'ms 
and Awards. "We work only 
for you -never  for ICBC, 
and you pay • us only after we 
collect." Affiliated Offices in 
Campbell River," Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Victoria, Nanaimo, 
Will iams Lake, Nelson, 
Prince Ge0r~e. 
SERVICES 
~.B C J njury Claims? Ca~l ale Carr-Harris.- 20 years a 
trial lawyer with five years 
medical school before law. 
0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
perienced in head inju~'y and 
other major claims. Percen- 
tage fees available. 
TRAVEL 
"Summer  Camp".  Three 
exciting programs. Horse, 
Motorcycle and Sailboard 
camp. Transportation from 
most major cities. For mote 
information call Circle " J "  
Ranch- 791-5545, 100MIle 
• House, B.C. 
Immaculate 73 unit motel, 
Central to many attractions, 
restaurants, 10 rain. to 
downtown Vancouver. Facili. 
ties include heated +pool, 
laundromat, children!s play. 
ground. For reservations c~ll 
collect (604)987-44B1 : 
When in-Vancouver, Bur. 
naby, Richmond "The Most 
Beautiful Breakfast in The 
World,' is a + must!! Huge 
Dutch Pancakes. "Only: at 
Dutch + Pannekoek Houses. 
Seven+ locations. 
Bed& Breakfast needs suit- 
able homes in your area for 
6th edition of Town & Coun- 
try Bed & Breakfast in B.C. 
Information from Box 46544 
Stn. "G"  Vancouver, B.C. 
V6R 4G6. Deadline August 
25" WORDS $129 
Uan  
dasdfieds 
Terrace, 
+Review 
635-7840 
l a .47 , , . I f .C .N .&.  
100 MICI'IIOUIIJY SlqMrCAN BE 
Combined Insu'rance Company of America 
Canadian H.ead Office 
SALES PERSON 
NOW.! 
Sa les  Manager by September  1, 1987 
If you are the typ.e of person who Is looking for a life time 
career, exceptional growth potential, tremendous in- 
come of $25,000 - $40,000 first year and a challenging 
career. You a're the type of person we are looking for. 
Willing to travel to Prince George and area until trained 
as a Manager, then you will "have the opportunity to 
manage the Terrace, Quesnel, Williams Lake or Cariboo 
area. 
REQUIREMENTS: Agressive, Ambitious, Self motivated, 
Good Health, High School Graduate or better, Legal age 
or over, Bondable, Owner of a reliable car, Willing to pay 
the price - then I want to talk to you. 
You will have two weeks training in Vancouver, ex- 
penses paid. 
Opportunity to earn $400. - $500. a week from establish- 
ed accounts plus commission from new sales. Addi- 
tional income from override and bonuses once you 
qualify for management. 
If so send a brief resume to: 
File No. 20 
clo Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 M7 
718c 
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Classified Ads - -  Deadline is Friday, 4:00 p.m. 
- As a public service the Ternxce Review will print free of.charge any ad offering to share 
eometnlng with the community(e.g., rides, child care, free Items). In additioo there will be 
no charge for "Lost & Found" or for ads placed by individuals seeking work. 
RATES: Non display -per Issue: $2.00 for 30 words or less, additlonalS¢each. 
Display. per Issue: $4.00 per column inch. 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace B.C. VSG 1 M7 
3 . _ _  n O n e s - _  o . . r - -  
Dlstdbutom wanted. Colored Phone 635-2743 after 5 p.m. town. Partly furnished. 
Weight Loss Program. Lose . 7122p deposit. Small pet o.k. Phone large I ivingroom, ful l  weight and inches while you $2751mo. Includes heat. $125 
• sleep. A .100% natural drink bathroom and three bedrooms 
taken at bedtime. •IT WORKS! $300, Westinghouse dryer 638-8398. 718c upstairs. In its fully finished 
$200, Visc£),.;nt fddge $50;twln For more Information, wdte to |' 
i bed $50, ~Jouble bed $30, desk Mae Fehr, 9212- 99 Ave., Fort For rent or base, 1800 sq. ft. FOR RENT | basement there is a fourth I bedroom, large rumpus room, $10, metal chest/cupboard St. John, B.C. VIJ 1T2 or snop or store space on Greig | 1,2&31xln~.apts. | bathroom and laundry room. 
$,50, Brother cabinet sowing phone(504)785-7758. 7122p Ave. Fenced storage area and | * Laundryfacllltlee l Situated on a large lot on s 
machine $175, various small KlndeqlmflylntemMlonal Toys parking. Ph.635.2655. tfnc | * Balconies ~ i quiet cul-de.aac this house Is tables/TV stands $10 each. 
For further Info. please call is seek ing  Individuals in- I * 2 bike from downtown I abargaln, pdced for quick sale 
6354741. 7/8p terestetl in becoming toy con- . i | * Rents start at $290 i at only $39,900. For appoint. 
suItants. Ideal businassop- I * References required I ment to view or more informs- 
King size water bed with air- portunity for someone inter- ror head board, 6 drawers sated, In working own hours l; Ph, 638-1507 OrS,W-S224 1 tloncal1635-4809, r ' 7115p 
underneath plus two end with the benefits of substan- 
tables and cushion railings, tlal extra Income. Vacancies In Two bedroom trailer on 
Also, a commercial meat most areas. Small Investment Enjoy the summer. Clean and spacious. Pet o.k. block, two  Swivel rattan required. •Please write with Queensway, on its own lot. 
fockei:e, kitchen table, coffee brief resume about yourself to: For.. lease or rent: bodyshop $3501mo. $175 deposit. Phone , 
table and end tables. Call after Kinderparty Toys wltn spray I)ooth and air com. 638-8398. 7/8c 
5 p.m. 798-2209 (Lakelee Box 143 presser. Approx. 1500 sq. ft., 
Lake). 7115p Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A27/8c large parking area. Ph. days 
Rebuilt I ce  machine, 250 lb. --=--..~.-" ~-~- .  • 635-2655 or eves. 798.2628t.fn c 
capacity, stainless steel bin, 22 foot McGr l~ f lbr~ass Orthodontic office requires 
638-1256, Sundays 7 p.m. to 9 $800. Phone635.2188. 718p Certified Dental Assistant for i- . . . . . . . .  sailboat, sleeps -four adults, CLASSIFIEDS 
p.m. 10/28p Krosler love seat. Phone 
Do you haw) young children? 635-9323. 718p 
We have a drop.In centre for 
you. Starting July6 to Aug. 14, 
everyone Is welcome. We're 
open from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Monday to Fdday. $2/hr. for 
one child; $31hr. for two chil- 
dren; $41hr. for three children; 
or $,101mo. for, two days a 
week; $301mo. for three days a 
week; $1001mo. for five days a 
week. Children may stay a 
max.of three hours a day and 
must bdng their own snack. 
Rates can be adjusted for 
2-week pedods. For more In- 
formation, call 638-0703 or 
after July 6, 638-0061. (3312 
Sparks Ave., Terrace). tfn 
Classifieds work for YOU! 
Monteseod Children's House 
Pre-schoo| is taking registra- 
tion for Sept. 1987. Three days 
a week - $351mo. Two days a 
week -. $451mo. Classes run 
from 9 to 11:45 a.m. Call Tmcle 
at 6380703 or after July 5 at 
638-0061. tfn 
We would like to thank 
everyone who helped in any 
way with the grad breakfast. 
Special thanks to all parents 
and businesses who donated 
food; all parents who came to 
cook and clean up and all 
students who helped with the 
set up. 
Thanks so much and con- 
gratulations to the Grads of 
'87. 7/8p 
I,m! - -  a Reel baby doll on 
June 24 at E.T. Kenney 
Primary School on the soccer 
field. Also a child's pink 
Jacket belonging to a 5-year. 
old. Child very upset about 
lose. Reward offered. Phone 
638.1890. " ,~7/8n¢ ~ ;
100 gal. fish tank with stand. 
30 gal. & 20 gal. tanks. Six 
pumps, filters, lights, gravel, 
fish food and other accessor- 
Ies. Asking $600 for every- 
thing. Phone 635-7546. 718p 
Nmond coloumd Move. 24 or 
30 inch. Very good condition 
and clean. Reasonably priced, 
Phone 635.7719 after 5 p.m., 
anytime on weekends. 
tfnp 
Macro 260m lens for Pentax 
K-IO00, bayonet mount, need- 
ed. Also a light meter. 
Reasonably priced. Phone 
635.9632 or 635-7840 and ask 
for Denials. tfnp 
Piano Tuning & Malntenence 
Summer special, July and 
August only. Tuning $50. 
A. Lehmann Piano Tuning. 
Phone 635.3788 for appoint. 
mont. 8126p 
temporary, full-time position. 
30 hour week. Employment 
may lead to permanent posi- 
tion. Phone 635.9414. 718p 
Home Support workers 
wanted. Part time or full time. 
Medical background (example 
- nurses aide, LP.N. o r  ex- 
perience in the field) preferred. 
Phone 635-5135. 718p 
Expedanned pine mushroom 
pickers to act as commission- 
ed buyers. Terrace and Nasa 
Valley. Leave your name and 
phone number at Northern Ac- 
cents, 4607 Lakelse Ave., Ter- 
race. 7/8p 
FOR HIRE 
(A) ticketed electrician - -  no 
Job too big, no Job too small - -  
Free estimates. $17 per hour. 
Phone 635,3048 or 638.0216 
anytime, tfnp 
Going on holidays? Holiday 
Home and Pet Care can pro. 
vide a competent, reliable per. 
son to look after things. 
References available on re. 
quest. Call Lianne at 638-1418. 
7129p 
LOOMIS 
A National Transportation Company requires 
a Collections Clerk for its Terrace Operation. 
The position Involves dealing with accounts 
receivables, performing local collections 
and other related Office functions. The suc- 
cessful candidate will have a pleasant phone 
manner and a strong personality. 
Resumes are being accepted at:. 
L00mis Courier Service: 
5011 Keith Avenue, 
• TerraCe, B.C. 
V8G 1K8 
until July 17, 1987; 
71150, 
RESTAURANT 
FOR 
LEASE 
Available July 30 
or sooner. 
Contact 
Carol Franks 
Slumber Lodge P.R. 
• 627,1711 
718c 
i 
Three bedroom townhousee. 
Centrally located. Frldge & 
stove, hookup for washer & 
dryer. References required. 
Phone 635.9593. tfnc 
FNe bedroom house for rent. 
Phone 635-4348. 718p 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front/ 
Warehouse 
L ight  Industrial 
A 1,800 sq. ft. unit with a 
store fromt, overhead 
door in back, gas heat; 
washroom and some 
finish in front. 
Located at corners of 
Kelth Ave., Kenney St. and 
Pohle. 
-635.7459 
1111o 
I I 
one~.  
7.5 Honda outboard, head, 
four sails, pop-top, trailer, two 
anchors, spare tank, moorage 
in Port Edward. $8,600. Phone 
Andy at 635-9409. 7/8p 
One 1250 Multlllth pdnting 
press with chain delivery and 
spray. Priced to sell. Phone 
635-7840. tfnp 
10 foot, two ton, A-frame 
Gantry on wheels, $1,500. 
Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
1957 Bel Nr, excellent condi- 
tion. Must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Call after 6 p.m. 
798-2209. W15p 
1984 Nleean Santa hatch- 
beck. Automatic. 52,000 km. 
Excellent condition. $5,500. 
Phone 635-2188. 718p 
Retldng --- log truck with new 
pac-car Jeep. Good steady 
hauling In the Hazeltons. 
Phone 842-6344. 718p 
1978 Dodge 3/4 ton crew cab. 
Power steering/power bmkee. 
Some rust on box. Phone 
635-5339. 718p 
Kawmmkl 400 street bike, ex- 
cellent condition, with new 
tune.up, $350 o.b.e. Phone 
635-4778. 718p 
1974 - -  12x68 m~b!le home. 3 
bedrooms, 5 .appliances, kit- 
•chen ling needs replacing. 
Asking $3,500. View at 66-3616 
Larch Ave. Phone 638-1232. 
~ 7/8p 
ADS ARE 
FREEI! 
2.5 acres of pdme commercial 
property, centrally located In 
downtown Terrace, including 
2 revenue producing• rental 
homes, open to  any reason. 
able offer to purchase. Also: 
accessible 160 acres at Ross- 
wood containing merchant- 
able timber and good stand of 
birchwood, open to reason- 
able offem to purchase. Reply 
to File 12, c/o Terrace Review, 
4535 Grleg Ave. 7/15p 
60 x 200 foot lot In town. Fully 
serviced outbuildings. Block 
basement. Near schools and 
park. $18,000. Phone 
635-5339. 7/8p 
White Water Guiding - -  If you 
are Interested in catching real; 
ly big fish, please call 
635-3048 anytimell tfnp 
I 
• o ,  
A 
REAL 
BARGAIN: 
isn't easy to find 
• these day s. 
Surprised to find out how little our 
Classified ads cost ? Most PeOple 
oro,,.ond they are also amazed M 
the. kind of moults they getl A low 
coal ad In our Classineds will bring 
you BIG RESULTS1 
If you've got something to IMI. 
drop • m l ine  In the 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7840 
I 
1', ~? ,  
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LAND AUCTION 
• Three Agricultural Properties near 
Hazelton, Kitsegeucla nd 
Kitwanga 
The Ministry Of Forests an(] Lands will Conduct a Public Auction for seve(al 
agricultural properties in the Skeena Beglon. The properties to be auctioned Will 
offered as a Lease, with an Option to Purchese.. Each Lease will require a 
minimum area tobe cultivated to qualify for purchase of the land. 
An Information Package iS available at the Smithers Lands Office, to Clients who 
intend to participate in theAuction, These packages will provide details of.the 
Auction and contain: 
1, Salient Fact Sheets for each property, and 
--location map 
• survey plan 
arability plan 
2, General Information: 
3. Terms and Conditions of Disposition; 
-4, Land clearing and Development Incentive Program Information;+, 
~5., Eligibility Criteria; " 
'6 .  Registration Form and Procedures .: . . . .  
' 7; Commitnlent o Lease Document; 
8. Sample Lease Documents;. 
Registr.at!on Forms and a $1,100 deposit must be dellverecl tO: i 
the Mio Stry of Forests and Lands, .. 
Lands Oivlsion- : " 
i i  /~  . ~' 3726 ~lfred Avenue, ~ . . . .  .... 
• . • Bag 5000; . . . . .  • . ! 
Smlthers, B.C,,VOJ 2NO; 
No late[ than 4i00 p,m 0n Jury 27, 1987. 
Reglstratlons for this Auc~on wlll be received ~y:. 
Mr. E, Opal 
Manager of Oevelopment and Marketing . 
Bag 5000 
Srnithers;'B.C.. V0J 2N0 - " 
i Tl~is'Aucli0n ik scheduled to be held on: ~ 
:; DATE: July 29, 1987 
'TIME: 7':00 p.m. 
LOCATION: Lands Division Office 
- " 3rd Floor, 3726 Alfred Avenue . 
• Smllhers, B.C, 
Telephone enquiries will be received by the Ministry of Forests and Lands, 
Lands Division, Development and Marketing, during office hours- 8:30 a.rn. to 
4;30 p.m~ daily, at 847-7334. 
,+.~.....;::-.. School OlstrlctNo. 88 
.~, INVITATION .TO TENDER 
This project is described as roof mtro-fits, 
::repairs and maintenance to various school 
:. ~ildlngs located within School District No. 
88  (Terrace) and is described In detail in 
: Section 01001, General Requirements, 
Summa~ of WOrk. Retro-flt work shall In- 
clude- the.removal: of B.U.R. membrane 
systems; Installailon of blOCking, Insulation 
and S.B.S; modified bltun~en systorns and 
asso¢tatdd Jlashlngs and accessories to up:- [ +:;mXlmatoly 2,980 square metres (31;220 square feet), ROof maintenance shall in- dude r~-,stdppln9, re-suffering, and re- 
f~shln9 of exlsUng B.U.R; systems, 
" Offers under seal will be received, hefote 
2:00 p.m. loc~ tlme on the 21st. day of,Ju~ 
I ~t. 987 by:. 
. . ,,Schobi,Olstdct No. 88 (Terrace) 
• ' Mr. OanyPlersclod 
-.. ' Sacmtary/Tmasuror. 
3211 Kenney Street 
.,: . Terrace; B.C., VilG 4B5 
.., Tender Documents for a Stipulated Price 
contracl may be obtained from the'office of: 
• ,School.Dtstdct No. 88 (Terrace) 
• 3211 Kanney Street, Boa 460 
• Terrace,: B.C., VBG 4B5 
. Inter.Coast Consultants Lid. 
:. • Ste, No; 207-15225 Thrift Avenue 
White RoCk, B.C.,  V49 2K9 
Phone; 536-1330 
Upon t~celpt of a non-refundable cheque 
~ 'made payable te Ioter-Coast Consultants 
Ltd, In the amount of $50.30 for one sel of 
Tender Documenls. Documentscan only be 
®rained by general contract bidders, Sub- 
,trades, suppliers andothers rpay view 
• Tender Documents at the offices of: " 
School Dlatrlct No, 88 (Terrace) 
3211 Kehney Street. ' 
• Terrace, 6.C,, V4B 2K9. 7/'15c 
ml 
Team - -  from page 112 
Commitee chairman Dr. 
David Boyes, a Vancouver 
cancer specialist, has 
found so far that much o f  
the material is discarded 
by consumers and small 
industry and ends up in 
landfill dumps and sewage 
systems.. 
After the Terrace open 
house the committee will 
go on to its final stop, 
Castlegar. Written briefs 
have to be submitted by 
the end of:September, and 
Boyes and the two other 
committee members, Ed- 
ward~:Jefferys and Mrs. 
"Lael Hamilton, are ex- 
acted to file their final 
report by the end of 1987. 
• . . "  
: S:L .  Mazur  
I 
/ .  
/ 
i 
westar-[imber.,. 
HOTICE TO ROAD COMTRACT@RS-:"  
Sealed tenders for re, construction of the • 
.Re bins Slide Forest Devbiopmon I Read. 
from appr~imabdy km 1,1 fo appre0dmate- 
ly'km 6,2 will be received by 
Weelar Tlmb~ Umllad, " . 
. . .  20 Powell Avenue, 
South Hazcltoo, B.C. • 
• u]) to 2',00 p,m. July 20, 1987, and will he 
opened in I~biic at that time. Tenders am 
invited from qualified contractors only. A" 
qualified contractor is onowhe has ~uc- 
cessfully completed work of similar size 
and nature wttldn the past five years, and 
is in good standing with the Registrar of 
Companies and the Workers Comp~nsatl~. 
Board. 
Rans may be viewed and/or ®rained aftor. 
July 9, 1987 from Westar Timber Umlted. 
'All e~ulflde sheuld be me~e io Gordon 
Murray, area manager, Phone 842-6565. 
• A deposit of $50,00 is required, whl¢h will 
be refunded to the unsuccessful iddder 
upon rolurn of the plans and specifications 
In good conditions within 30 days of award, 
el tender: ' " 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms 
and In the envelope suppll.ed. 
NO tender shall be considered having any. 
qualifying clauses. Whetacever,, and :the 
..lowest or any tender will not rtecessarily be 
accepted. The acceptance of'a lender Is to 
be condlOonal on the approval Of the works 
and bid prices by the, Minlsby.ot Forests 
and Lands, 
It should be noted that, Westar Timber 
LlrnJtnd may .beone of the bidders on this 
project, if such Is the case, the Ucensse's: 
tender will be opened at the ~e time as 
the others, 
• Wes~"rlnd:or. Uamed - " 
Gordon Marne/, R.P,F. 
Area MaoaoN' 1 
~*B'*  NOo- t l  8~idb  H Ize~on.  O ,8~,  
VOJ2RO 
Tilde 
' For you:r, advert is ing needs.ca l l  us  today! 
Terrace Review 635'7840 Northwest  Star 
I(ISPIOX BAND COUNCIL 
Hazelton, B.C. 
MECHANICAL SITE PREPARATION 
COHTRACT (BULLDOZER) - - 
• (Funded under the Canada-Ddtlsh 
• Columbia Rce~rce Development 
Agreement by the Canadian Forestry 
Service and the Ktspl~ Qand Council) 
Sealed tenders Will ~ received by 
KlSp~ Band Council, 
BO~ 325, 
Hazolton, B.C. 
:' VO,J 1YO' ' ' ' : 
no later than 11:00 a;m: Jul~ 23;. 1987. ~- 
for knockdown.windrowlng deciduous: " 
Umber In preparalJon of planUn9 ona.p- 
proximately 73 hectares on-their : 
Rasorve: A', D-8 Caterpillar, bulldozer or' 
': equivalent with both straight and brush, 
blade~will harequired.' 
Vl0~ng; ind  tendel" packages will be 
available at the MANDATORY FIELD 
VIEWING, July 16, 1987 at 8:30a,m. at 
the Klsptm( Band, Office. Viewing Will be 
• co.ordlnated with the neighboring Glen 
Vowell,  Band Council knockdown- 
windrow contract, The lowest, or any 
. tender will not necessadly be accepted. 
Information avallal)la from 
Harold .Reedy 
SIIHcen Services InC:, 
:. Phone 847.3680 
Funding of the above work is subject 
to them being an apwopdaHon made by 
the Cahadlan FOrestry Service to the'. 
Klsplox Band Council, • - 
' . .. 7/8c 
Board - -  . . . , . .  
tion. Bennett said sum- 
marizing the studies will 
part of establishing the 
board's, terms of refer- 
ence, 
',We're going to look at 
relevant studies rather 
than undertaking new in- 
itiatives. We will pull 
together and distill ex- 
isting information~ That 
should give us a starting 
point to find out what the 
problems are; and• to iden- 
tify and discuss, appro- 
priate aotions," Bennett 
said. 
The Community :• Fu- 
tures program is. federal 
government initiative de- 
signed to help stimulate 
/ 
GLEN VOWELL BAND COUNCIL., 
Hazelton, 6,C, 
MECHANICAL SITE PREPARATION.. 
CONTRACT(BULLDOZER) . . 
(Funded under the Canada-Bfltish 
Columbia Res~rce Development 
Agreement by the Canadian Forestry 
Service and the Glen Vowell Band 
Council) 
Sealed tenders will be-received by 
Glen Vowofl Band Council, 
Box:157, 
Hazofton, B.C. 
VOJ 'IYO 
no later than t 1:00 a.m.; July 23; 1987, 
for: knOckdown.windrowing deciduous 
• Umber In preparaHon of planHng on ap ~ 
proximately 155 hectares, on thelr. 
Reserve. Two, O;8 Caterpillars, 
belMozers or  equlvalant :w i th  both 
strd]oht and 5rush blade: v~ll be: re. 
q, lrad:. ." ' ' ~ . : 
VtsWlng and tender packages wlll be. 
available at the MANDATORY 'FIELO 
VIEWING; ,July '~6, 1987 at 8:30 a,m, at 
the KlsploXBand Office. Viewing will be 
co-ordinated, with the neighboring. 
KIsplox. Band Council knockdown. 
windrow contract. The lowest or any 
tender will not. neces~dly be accepted. 
Inform.align available from 
Harold Reedy 
Silvlcon Services Inc,, 
PhOne 847.3680 
Funding of the above work Is subject 
to there being an appropriation made by 
fhe Canadian Foresta~ Sor~tce to the GIen 
Vewell Band Council, 
7/8c 
I 
f rom page 1 
recovery in regions with 
serious economic and un- 
employment problems. 
The program is designed 
to operate over a five-year 
period with a budget of up 
to $2 million that can be 
:used Under several op- 
tions. 
The program is ad- 
ministered by an auto- 
nomous 12-member board 
of people from through- 
out the region. The next 
scheduled meeting of the 
board will take place in 
September. 
i a m l  i 
, Smithers,B.C. TENDERS I~ IV lTED i 
MECHANICAL SITE PREPARATION To c .o~...slruct a p~klng area on lOts No. 6 
" CONTRACT (BULLDOZER) & 7 behind P.G.O.B., edOh~l and 7th 
IFunded under the Canada-British Avenue, Stewart, B.C, 
Columbia Resource Development 
Agreement by the Canadian Forestry HOTICE OF APPucATION FOR A- 1. Remove sorubfrom dltch.forddveway 
Service and the Morlcetown Band DISPOSITION OF AGRICULTURAL entrance from lots He. 6 & 5 ma,"ker to 
-Conncil) CROWN LAND No. 7 & e marker; 
Sealed tenders will be received by 2. Using Typar malting toe base propara. 
Morfce{oem Band Council, "[he Ministry el Forests and Lands, Skesna • lion, cover area o~ lot No. 6 & 7 In wkllll 
R.R. No, l, Be= 1 Lands Division, has racelved an application and 85 feet In length. 
Modcotown, B.C. for, ondlntendstodlepaceof, ihefotlowlng 3. Haul ' Inn goodbinding crush and 
VOJ 2NO desorthed lands: compact ddvewzy and parking area Of 68 
no later then 1! :30 a.m., July 24, 1987, That portion of District Lot tO04, lying East Mot by 85 feet lois No. 6 & 7 for a deptb'.:" 
for knockdown-windrowing deciduous ol Highway 16, excluding Dloek A, Range of !8 Inches minimum: . 
Hmber In preparation of piantlnO on up- 5, Coast District, 4. Site to be sloped 2 inches.from beck - 
pr~imately 72 hectares on their located in the vicinity of Klesnza Creek to front for drainzoe. 
Res4m~. A, D-7 Caterpillar, bulldozer or Bdtish Columbia, and con~nln9 39.8 bec- 
oqulvatant (or larger) with both straight taros. Sealed Tenders win be received at the d-. : 
and brush blade will he rsquirscl: 
Any adjacent or, cearby farmers haying an rico of 
Vlowlng and tonder packages will be ieterest In this property ore invited to make the Pi'opa~ly Manager:. 
avallal~e at the MANDATORY FIELD w'itten rep~santatk~ to the Ministry of 4625 KsithAvenue, 
VIEWING, July 1If 1087at 8:30 a.m. at. F0rosts and Lands, Lands OMsion, Bag T~'rice, B.C. 
: the Medcetown Band Office. "rim lowest 5000, Smlthe~, 9.C: VOJ 2NO, within 30 VBG IK? 
or any tends' will not nocossedly be ac. ~ys from the date of this notice, until July iT, t98T and will he ~aned in 
cepted. Ioformatlon availabts from File No. 3ubllc at thai time. 
Harold Reedy ~1025871CLA 6171 
SIIvlcon Se~ces Inc.; 7115c For further inform~dlon call Rod Poti~J in 
i~  847-3980 ~ i  MINISTRY OF Terrace at 638-3221 . 
FORESTS AND LANDS :- 7/ISC 
Funding of the abem work Is subJact , , , " , ,, • 
to there being an approprtatlon made by Honorable D, PARKER ~'m~E='a~P~ ~ 
the Canadian Forestry Service to the Minister 
Morlcetown Rand Coundl 
718c 
I i .+"  a 
~. ~IE~ and Highways i ! Cle an;aff°rdab'e suites t° -su i t  all ;:i::l 
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LAKELSE LAKE CLAIMS VICTIM 
TERRACE - -The  year's water on the afternoon of 
first spell-of hot weather June 30. 
set the scene for a boating A report fromTerrace 
tragedy at Lakelse Lake. RCMP indicates Pereira 
Bert Manuel Pereira, a "was a non-swimmer and- 
24-year-.old Terrace reel, was not wearing a life 
dent, m •missing and: jacket.= His companion 
presumed rowned aftera escaped~, the incident 
canoe occupied:by he and Without Injuries. " 
a friendtook onwaterand Despite a four-day 
capsized in 25 meters of  search by RCMP divers, 
Pereira's body has not 
been recovered from the 
lake. RCMP are not 
depending on assistance 
from the public, but as of 
the latest available report 
July 6 Pereira :s still 
missing. 
• , • . .  
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r-xe~uuve o, me Mms Memorial Hospital Auxiliary are {from left to right) Betty Nordstrom, 2nd 
Vice President; Judy Axelson, President; Angela Mostad, 1st Vice President; Judy Nyland, Re- 
cording Secretary; Lorna Morton, Corresponding Secretary; Audrey Green, Treasurer; and 
Dorothy Lewis, Publicity Officer. 
HOSPITAL REPS 
TERRACE - -  On Mon- 
day, June 22 the Mills 
Memorial Hospital Aux- 
iliary held their Annual 
General Meeting. 
The executive officers 
for 1987-88 were installed: 
President Judy Ax- 
elson; 1st Vice President 
-Angela Mostadi 2nd Vice 
President - Betty Nord- 
strom; Treasurer - Audrey 
Green; Recording Secre- 
tary- Judy Nyland; Cor- 
responding Secretary 
-Lorna Morton; Publicity 
Officer- Dorothy Lewis. 
The Auxiliary has had a 
HOLD 
proximately 5,800 volun- 
teer hours recorded. The 
thrift shop on Lazelle 
Avenue and the Hospital 
Gift Shop are the main 
sources of revenue, With 
these shops along with 
other fund raising ac- 
tivities, the Auxiliary has 
raised approx imate ly  
$14,000. 
This money was used to 
buy equipment and fur- 
nishings for patient care 
and comfort in Mills 
Memorial Hospital. A few 
of the items purchased in 
the past year include: 
• , nu~p,zal ~uxq,ary eaeml)ers attended the Annual General Meeting. 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Pediactrics and Maternity; items, especially on the Week- 
Digital Scales for the 
Nursery; Stirrups for the 
Operating Room; an Iso- 
'lette for the Nursery; and 
special chairs for the Main 
Nursing Area. 
With a membership of 
only 25 active, eight 
associate and four honor- 
ary members ,  it is 
sometimes difficult to 
staff the two shops. The 
ThriftShop is open every 
Saturday from 11 a.m. un- 
til 4 p.m. and during the 
week. Members spend 
many hours folding; sor- 
very busy year, with ap- Digital Thermometers for r ing and pricing various 
New manager ' 
4c 
you are an adult, male Or 
The Hospital Gift Shop ends. female, Who is willing tO 
is scheduled to be opened The Hospital Auxiliary volunteer your services for 
seven days a week, two provides a very valuable a worthwhile endeavor, 
hours intheafternoon a d service to not only the we would like to hear 
one hour in the evening, hospital but to the entire from you. Our contact 
Unfortunately~ due to community. We are al, persons are Judy Axelson 
shortage of staff; the shop ways interested in increas- 635-6741 or Dorothy 
is sometimes not opened, ing our membership. If Lewis- 635-7631. 
SAVE with 
Leasing 
Purchase Opt ion 
- . .  , . 
All Makes of 
CARS& TRUCKS NEW 
1987 PONTIAC 
$145.00 per Month .  
appointed at Terrac e i 
I C B C o f f ce 
handles more than 10,000 FIREFLY 
claims annually, is now 
under the management of 
Leona Stewart. 
As Claim Office Man- 
ager, Stewart will oversee 
the operations of the Ter- 
race facility, which serves 
a vehicle population of 
19,800 located in the Ter- 
race area, including Kiti- 
mat. In 1986, the employ- 
ees at the office handled 
claims amounting to $9.3 
million. 
Stewart, who has been 
with ICBC for 12 years 
was formerly with the  
Corporation's Salmon 
Arm office where she serv- 
ed as manager since April 
, 1986. She comes to Ter- 1987 
race with her husband, 
Joseph, and their two ¢~UI~iPiI::VILLi='^ ='='-'"" -=  
Terrace's busy ICBC Claim Office, at 4612 Keith Avenue, children - -  Christopher $428'0l 
welcomes new manager, Leona Stewart. and Courtenav. ~) per month ,- 
1.988 GMC 
FULL SIZE 
EXTENDEC 
CAB 
$346.~/4 Ton DO ~er ~on,, 
Corporal Shane Mc Carron, salutes Officer, Major Stephen Hill. The Terrace 747 Squadron ex- 
celled in this year's Annual Inspection. Lieutenant Charlle Meek praised the cadets for their 
endeavors and the smart turnout for this years revue. Photo by Danlele Barqulst 
987 GMC 
S10 
PICKUP 
$176.00 
per Month , 
• . With $1000 Capital cost reduction or trade In. Payment slightly higher with no capital cost. 
reduction. Payment based on 48 month closed end lease. 
FREE DELIVERY!l! 
CaliBen :for CourtesyCredit Approval 
TERRACE SMITHERS PRINCE RUPERT 
635-9274 847-251 i 624-39.00 
-- Out of Town Call Collect - -  
Bright Spot Auto Leasing oLsega 
